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Chapter 6: Applications of Trigonometric and Circular Functions

Chapter 7: Trigonometric Function Properties and Identities, and
Parametric Functions
Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

Chapter 9: Triangle Trigonometry

Unit Overview
The central focus of this unit is a study of trigonometric and periodic functions. In Chapter 5,
students are introduced to the sine and cosine functions, the six trigonometric function
definitions, inverse trigonometric functions, and solving right-triangle problems. In this
chapter the domains of the trigonometric functions are acute angles measured in degrees.
Radian measure is introduced in Chapter 6, allowing students to expand the possible
domain values of the trigonometric functions to be all real numbers, thus generating the
corresponding circular functions. Used in this way the domain might represent time or
distance, making circular functions particularly useful for studying real-world applications;
sinusoidal functions are used as mathematical models to make predictions. In Chapter 7,
students explore trigonometric properties and identities. This chapter covers basic
trigonometric properties such as the Pythagorean identities. Proving identities helps students
learn the properties, sharpen their algebraic skills, and practice writing algebraic proofs.
Students also learn to use these properties to solve trigonometric equations. In Chapter 8,
students extend their study of trigonometric properties to some more complicated properties.
Graphical investigations of sums and products of sinusoids with unequal periods support an
algebraic study of these properties. In Chapter 9, students learn to solve problems involving
oblique triangles using the law of cosines and the law of sines. Students also study the
ambiguous case of a triangle, and are introduced to vectors.

Using This Unit
The study of periodic functions follows logically from the first unit on algebraic, exponential,
and logarithmic functions. Unit 2 is central to any precalculus course, and students preparing
to take calculus will need a solid grasp of the concepts. If you want to study trigonometry early
in the year, this unit can be taught following Chapter 1 without impacting the remainder of the
course.
For students who have not studied trigonometry before, Chapter 5 provides a solid foundation.
If students have already mastered this material, you may wish to do a few review problems and
move on to the next chapter.

CHAP TE R O B J EC TIV E S
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• Findthefunctionthatcorrespondsto
thegraphofasinusoidandgraphiton
yourgrapher.

Periodic Functions and
Right Triangle Problems

• Givenanangleofanymeasure,drawa
pictureofthatangle.
• Extendthedefinitionsofsineand
cosinetoanyangle.

Ice-skater Michelle Kwan rotates through
many degrees during a spin. Her extended
hands come back to the same position at
the end of each rotation. Thus the position
of her hands is a periodic function of the
angle through which she rotates. (A periodic
function is a function that repeats at regular
intervals.) In this chapter you will learn
about some special periodic functions that
can be used to model situations like this.

• Beabletofindvaluesofthe
sixtrigonometricfunctions
approximately,bycalculator,forany
angleandexactlyforcertainspecial
angles.
• Giventwosidesofarighttriangleora
sideandanacuteangle,findmeasures
oftheotherside(s)andangles.

y
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Ch apter 5

Periodic Functions and
Right Triangle Problems

Overview

Teaching Resources

Inthischapterstudentsareintroducedtoperiodicfunctionsas
theyanalyzethemotionofaFerriswheel.Th
 eyploty5sinx
ontheirgraphersandthenusethedilationsandtranslationsto
maketheresultingsinusoidfitthereal-worldsituation.Th
 ereafter,
studentsareshownhowtoextendthefamiliarcosineandsine
functionstoanglesgreaterthan180orlessthan0byconsidering
anangleasameasureofrotation.Byfindingvaluesofallsix
trigonometricfunctionsonthecalculator,studentslearnthe
reciprocalproperties,thuspavingthewayfortheformalstudy
ofpropertiesandidentitiesinChapter7.Chapter5concludes
withrighttriangletrigonometry,possiblyafamiliartopic,forthe
mainpurposeofintroducingtheinversetrigonometricfunctions
inameaningfulcontext,aswellasprovidingpracticewiththe
definitionsofthesixfunctions.

Explorations

Using This Chapter

Blackline Masters

Chapter5beginsUnit2:Trigonometric and Periodic Functionsand
providesanintroductiontoperiodicfunctionsandtheirgraphs.
FollowingUnit1,thischapterexpandstheideaofafunctionto
includeperiodicandtrigonometricfunctions,andprovidesasolid
foundationforintroducingstudentstoradiansinChapter6.Ifyou
wishtocovertrigonometryearlierintheschoolyear,thischapter
flowseasilyfromChapter1.Studentswhohavenotstudied
trigonometryshouldnotskipthischapter.

Exploration5-1a:TransformedPeriodicFunctions
Exploration5-2: ReferenceAngles
Exploration5-3a:DefinitionsofSineandCosine
Exploration5-3b:uv-Graphsanduy-GraphsofSinusoids
Exploration5-3c:ParentSinusoids
Exploration5-4:ValuesoftheSineandCosineFunctions
Exploration5-4a:ValuesoftheSixTrigonometricFunctions
Exploration5-4b:DirectMeasurementofFunctionValues
Exploration5-5a:MeasurementofRightTriangles
Exploration5-5b:AccurateRightTrianglePractice
Exploration5-5c:EmpireStateBuildingProblem
TrigonometricRatiosTable
Section5-3

Supplementary Problems
Sections5-4to5-6

Assessment Resources
Test12,Sections5-1to5-4,FormsAandB
Test13,Section5-5,FormsAandB
Test14,Chapter5,FormsAandB

Technology Resources
Dynamic Precalculus Explorations
SineWaveTracer

Activities
Sketchpad:ASineWaveTracer
Sketchpad:TrigonometryTracers
CASActivity5-2a:MeasurementConversions
CASActivity5-4a:PythagoreanRelationships
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Standard Schedule Pacing Guide
Day

Section

Suggested Assignment

1

5-1

IntroductiontoPeriodicFunctions

1–4

2

5-2

MeasurementofRotation

RA,Q1–Q10,1,5,9,19,21,25,27,29,30

3

5-3

SineandCosineFunctions

RA,Q1–Q10,1–23odd

5-4

ValuesoftheSixTrigonometricFunctions

5-5

InverseTrigonometricFunctionsandTriangle
Problems

5-6

ChapterReview

4
5
6
7
8

RA,Q1–Q10,1,(4),6,7,9,11–14
15–19,21–31odd,35,39,40–46
RA,Q1–Q10,1–5,7,(8),9–11,13,14,(21),24
R0–R5,T1–T22
EitherC1andC3orProblemSet6-1

Block Schedule Pacing Guide
Day
1
2

3
4
5

Section

Suggested Assignment

5-2

MeasurementofRotation

RA,Q1–Q10,1,5,9,19,27,29

5-3

SineandCosineFunctions

RA,Q1–Q10,1–13odd

5-3

SineandCosineFunctions

15–23odd

5-4

ValuesoftheSixTrigonometricFunctions

RA,Q1–Q10,1,6,7,9,11–14

5-4

ValuesoftheSixTrigonometricFunctions

15,19,23,27,33,46

5-5

InverseTrigonometricFunctionsandTriangle
Problems

RA,Q1–Q10,1–13odd,24

5-6

ChapterReview

R0–R5,T1–T20

5-6

ChapterTest

6-1

Sinusoids:Amplitude,Period,andCycles

1–10

Chapter 5 Interleaf
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Sec tion 5-1

Mathematical Overview
In Chapters 1–4, you studied various types of functions and how
these functions can be mathematical models of the real world. In
this chapter you will study functions for which the y-values repeat at
regular intervals. You will study these periodic functions in four ways.

PL AN N I N G
Class Time
__
1day

2

ALGEBRAICALLY

Homework Assignment

u displacement of adjacent leg
cos V__ _______________________
length of hypotenuse
r

v
(u, v)

(V is the Greek letter theta.)

Problems1–4

r

Teaching Resources


u

Exploration5-1a:TransformedPeriodic
Functions

Technology Resources


NUMERICALLY

Activity:ASineWaveTracer

TE ACH I N G
Important Terms and Concepts

Periodicfunctions
Th
 eta(u)
Sinefunction
Degreemode(calculatorsetting)
Sinusoids
Parentsinefunction

GRAPHICALLY

Section Notes
Th
 issectionintroducesthesinefunction
andtheconceptofangleasameasureof
rotation.Itlaysthefoundationforusing
trigonometricfunctionsasmathematical
models.YoucanassignSection5-1as
homeworkonthenightoftheChapter4
testorasagroupactivitytobecompleted
inclass.Noclassroomdiscussionis
neededbeforestudentsbegintheactivity.
Inthistext,sinusoidalfunctionsare
firstintroducedusingdegreesbecause
studentsarefamiliarwithmeasuring
anglesindegrees.Radianmeasureis
introducedinSection6-4whenstudents
aremorecomfortablewithtrigonometric
functions.
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v

VERBALLY

246

V

y  cos V

0°

1

30°

0.8660...

60°

0.5

90°

0

This is the graph of a cosine
function. Here y depends on
the angle, V, which can take
on negative values and values
greater than 180°.

y
1

180°

180° 360° 540° 720°

1

The trigonometric functions cosine, sine, tangent, cotangent, secant,
and cosecant are initially defined as ratios of sides of a right triangle.
The definitions are extended to positive and negative angles
measuring rotation by forming a reference right triangle whose legs are
positive or negative displacements and whose hypotenuse is the radius
of the circle formed as the angle increases. The resulting functions are
periodic as the angle increases beyond 360°.

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

u

5-1 Introduction to Periodic Functions

Exploration Notes
InExploration 5-1a,studentsaregiven
apre-imagegraphandatransformed
graphofaperiodicfunction.Th
 ey
areaskedtofindtheequationofthe
transformation.Allowabout20minutes
tocompletethisexploration.

As you ride a Ferris wheel, your distance from the ground depends on the number
of degrees the wheel has rotated (Figure 5-1a). Suppose you start measuring the
number of degrees when the seat is on a horizontal line through the axle of the
wheel. The Greek letter V (theta) often stands for the measure of an angle through
which an object rotates. A wheel rotates through 360° each revolution, so V is not
restricted. If you plot V, in degrees, on the horizontal axis and the height above the
ground, y, in meters, on the vertical axis, the graph looks like Figure 5-1b. Notice
that the graph has repeating y-values corresponding to each revolution of the
Ferris wheel.
Rotation

Height (m)

Radius
9m

20

Seat
Angle

y Height
11 m

Figure 5-1a

Objective



y

11

2
Ground

Technology Notes

90°

V
180°

540°
360°
Angle

720°

Figure 5-1b

Find the function that corresponds to the graph of a sinusoid and graph it
on your grapher.

Activity:ASineWaveTracerinthe
Instructor’s Resource Bookallows
studentstoconstructasinewave
bytracingapointastwopointsare
animated.Th
 etracerisconstructed
basedonradiananglemeasure,
butitcanbeadaptedasabasic
introductiontothesinefunction
anditsgraph.Th
 isactivityisfor
intermediateSketchpadusersand
willtake30–40minutes.

PRO B LE M N OTE S
Exploratory Problem Set 5-1
1. The graph in Figure 5-1c is the sine function
(pronounced “sign”). Its abbreviation is sin, and
it is written sin(V) or sin V. Plot f1(x)  sin(x)
on your grapher (using x instead of V). Use the
window shown, and make sure your grapher is
in degree mode. Does your graph agree with the
figure?

20

2
90°

y

x
180° 360° 540° 720°

Problem 1 introducesthesinefunction.
1.

2. The graphs in Figures 5-1b and 5-1c are called
sinusoids (pronounced like “sinus,” a skull
cavity). What two transformations must
you perform on the parent sine function
in Figure 5-1c to get the sinusoid in
Figure 5-1b?

Problem 2requiresstudentstorecallthe
worktheydidwithtransformationsin
Chapter1.
2. Verticaldilationby9,vertical
translationby11

3. Enter into your grapher an appropriate equation
for the sinusoid in Figure 5-1b as f2(x). Verify
that your equation gives the correct graph.

3.

4. Explain how an angle can have a measure greater
than 180°. Explain the real-world significance
of the negative values of V and x in Figures 5-1b
and 5-1c.

f2 (x)51119sin(x)

Problem 4asksstudentstothinkabout
angleswithnegativemeasuresandwith
measuresgreaterthan180.

Figure 5-1c
Section 5-1: Introduction to Periodic Functions

Th
 egraphshouldmatchFigure5-1c.
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4. Answerswillvary.Th
 eangle
measureshowmuchsomethinghas
rotated.Itcanrotatemorethan360by
continuingtorotateafterithasrotateda
fullcircle.Itcanalsorotateintheother
direction.

Section 5-1: Introduction to Periodic Functions
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5-2 Measurement of Rotation

Sec tion 5-2

In the Ferris wheel problem of Section 5-1, you saw that you can use an angle
to measure an amount of rotation. In this section you will extend the concept
of an angle to angles whose measures are greater than 180° and to angles whose
measures are negative. You will learn why functions such as your height above the
ground are periodic functions of the angle through which the Ferris wheel turns.

PL AN N I N G
Class Time
1day

Objective

Given an angle of any measure, draw a picture of that angle.

Homework Assignment

RA,Q1–Q10,Problems1,5,9,19,21,25,
27,29,30

Teaching Resources

Exploration5-2:ReferenceAngles

Terminal position
Rotating
ray
Fixed
point
Angle 

Technology Resources

Initial position
Figure 5-2a

 CASActivity5-2a:Measurement
Conversions

An angle as a measure of rotation can be as large as you like. For instance, a figure
skater might spin through an angle of thousands of degrees. To put this idea into
mathematical terms, consider a ray with a fi xed starting point. Let the ray rotate
through a certain number of degrees, V, and come to rest in a terminal (or final)
position, as in Figure 5-2a.
So that the terminal position is uniquely determined by the angle measure, a
standard position is defined. The initial position of the rotating ray is along
the positive horizontal axis in a coordinate system, with its starting point at
the origin. Counterclockwise rotation to the terminal position is measured in
positive degrees, and clockwise rotation is measured in negative degrees.

TE ACH I N G

DEFINITION: Standard Position of an Angle
An angle is in standard position in a Cartesian coordinate system if

Important Terms and Concepts

Initialposition
Terminalposition
Standardposition
Counterclockwise
Clockwise
Coterminalangles(5u1360n)
Referenceangle
Degrees,minutes,seconds

t *UTWFSUFYJTBUUIFPSJHJO
t *UTJOJUJBMTJEFJTBMPOHUIFQPTJUJWFIPSJ[POUBMBYJT
t *UJTNFBTVSFEcounterclockwise from the horizontal axis if the angle
measure is positive and clockwise from the horizontal axis if the angle
measure is negative.

Figure 5-2b shows a rotating ray in several positions in a uv-coordinate system
(v for vertical) with a point (u, v) on the ray at a fi xed distance from the origin.
The angle V in standard position measures the location of the ray. (The customary
variables x and y will be used later for other purposes.)

Section Notes
v

IfyoudidnotassignSection5-1as
homeworkaftertheChapter4test,you
cancoverSections5-1and5-2onthe
sameday.Section5-1isagoodgroup
activity.
Th
 emainpointtogetacrossinthis
sectionisthatanglescanhavemeasures
outsidetherangeof0to180.To
illustrate,youmightpresentthefamiliar
exampleofthenumberofdegreesrotated
bythehandsofaclock.
Itisworthspendingafewminutes
makingsurestudentsarecomfortable
pronouncingandwritingtheGreek
lettersoftenassociatedwithangles.
Example1onpage251illustrateshow
tosketchangleswithmeasuresbetween
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v

v

(u, v)

(u, v)

(u, v)
57°

v
133°

u

u

560°

u
251°

(u, v)

Figure 5-2b
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0and360instandardposition,andthen
calculatethemeasureofthereferenceangle.

Example2onpage251showshowtofind
thereferenceangleforananglegreater
than360byfirstfindingacoterminal
anglewithmeasurebetween0and360.
Helpstudentsrealizethattheycanfindthe
numberofwholerevolutionsbydividing
theanglemeasureby360.Th
 en,tofindthe
coterminalangle,theycaneithermultiply
thedecimalpartofthequotientby360

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

orsubtract360timesthenumberof
wholerevolutionsfromtheoriginalangle
measure.

Makesurestudentsunderstandthat
thereferenceangleisalwaysapositive,
acuteanglethatis“nestledagainst”the
horizontalaxis.Becauseareferenceangle
mustbeacute,anglesof0,90,180,and
270andanglescoterminalwiththesefour
anglesdonothavereferenceangles.

u

The same position can have several corresponding angle measures. For instance,
the 493° angle terminates in the same position as the 133° angle after one full
revolution (360°) more. The 227° angle terminates there as well, by rotating
clockwise instead of counterclockwise. Figure 5-2c shows these three
coterminal angles.
v

v
133°

v
493°

u

u

u
227°

493°  133°  360°(1)

227°  133°  360°(1)

Figure 5-2c

Letters such as V may be used for the measure of an angle or for the angle itself.
Other Greek letters are often used as well: B(alpha), C (beta), H (gamma), G (phi)
(pronounced “fye” or “fee”), and W (omega).

Differentiating Instruction

DEFINITION: Coterminal Angles
Two angles in standard position are coterminal if and only if their degree
measures differ by a multiple of 360°. That is, G and V are coterminal if and
only if
G  V  360°n
where n stands for an integer.

Note: Coterminal angles have terminal sides that coincide, hence the name.
To draw an angle in standard position, you can find the measure of the positive
acute angle between the horizontal axis and the terminal side. This angle is called
the reference angle.
Section 5-2: Measurement of Rotation

Eventhebeststudentssometimesdrawand
calculatereferenceanglesincorrectly.

  YoucanalwaysforceaTI-Nspire
graphertocomputeinanyangle
mode,regardlessofthemodeitisset
in.Althoughstudentsarenotreadyto
computetrigonometricfunctionvalues
inthissection,thefigureshowsthat
evenwiththeTI-Nspiresetindegree

mode,sin(__
3radians)iscorrectly
computed(notethesmallrfollowing
theanglemeasureinthefigure).Press
CTRL+CATALOG tofindtheradian(r)and
degree(°)symbolstooverridethesystem
settings.Studentsfindthisunit-override
featureespeciallyhelpful.



You might recognize some of the Greek letters on this subway
sign in Athens, Greece.

Emphasizethatareferenceangleisnever
measuredbetweentheverticalaxis
andtheterminalsideoftheangle.Also
stressthatreferenceanglesalwaysgoin
acounterclockwisedirection.Th
 us,some
referenceanglesgofromthehorizontalaxis
totheterminalside,whereasothersgofrom
theterminalsidetothehorizontalaxis.

twoorthreetimestoselectthenewmode
andapplyittoyourcurrentdocument.
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Referencetrianglesareintroducedin
Section5-3.
  Th
 issectionpresentsanexcellent
opportunitytoreviewhowtosetthe
calculationmodesonstudents’graphers.For
example,byfactorydefault,theTI-Nspire’s
angleoperationsaresettoradianmode.To
changethis,gotoSystem Settings,tabdown
totheAngle downmenu,pressdownonthe
cursorwheel,andselectDegree.PressENTER

• PassoutthelistofChapter5
vocabulary,availableat
www.keypress.com/keyonline,for
studentstolookupandtranslatein
theirbilingualdictionaries.
• Havestudentsexplaintheconcept
ofreference anglesintheirjournals,
includingvisualexamples.
• Providevisualdefinitionsforwords
suchasacute, obtuse, opposite,
andadjacentthatmayappearin
bilingualdictionarieswithouttheir
mathematicalmeanings.ELLstudents
shouldwritethesedefinitionsin
theirjournalsandintheirbilingual
dictionaries.
• Specificallyintroducetheconcept
ofdegrees,minutes,andseconds.
Somestudentshaveonlyseendegrees
dividedintodecimalparts.

Section 5-2: Measurement of Rotation
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Differentiating Instruction (continued)

DEFINITION: Reference Angle

• Students might have been introduced
to trigonometric functions from a
perspective other than the triangle
trigonometry often introduced in the
United States. Students will benefit
from the use of constant visual
references.

The reference angle of an angle in standard position is the positive acute
angle between the horizontal axis and the terminal side.

Note: Reference angles are always measured counterclockwise. Angles whose
terminal sides fall on one of the axes do not have reference angles.
In this exploration you will apply this definition to find the measures of several
reference angles.

E XPLOR ATION 5-2: Re fe r e n c e A n g l e s

Exploration Notes

1. The figure shows an angle, V
V 152°, in
standard position. The reference angle, Vref ,
is measured counterclockwise between the
terminal side of V and the nearest side of the
horizontal axis. Show that you know what
reference angle means by drawing Vref and
calculating its measure.

Exploration 5-2 is a short and important
exercise on reference angles. For 
Problem 8, students must recall the
relationships among the sides of a 
308-608-908 triangle. Refer to the Section
Notes for comments on reference angles.
Allow about 15 minutes.

v

5. Sketch an angle of 310° in standard position.
Sketch its reference angle and find the measure
of the reference angle.
6. Sketch an angle whose measure is between
0° and 90°. What is the reference angle of
this angle?

152°

1. uref5 180 2 152 5 28

4. Amos Take thinks the reference angle for 250°
should go to the v-axis because the terminal
side is closer to it than the u-axis. Tell Amos
why his conclusion does not agree with the
definition of reference angle in Problem 1.

u

v

7. The figure shows an angle of 150°. Sketch the
reference angle and find its measure.

152°
28°

v

u

2. The figure shows V 250°. Sketch the reference
angle and calculate its measure.

u

v

2.

uref
 5 250 2 180 5 70

2

250°

v

u

250°
u
70°

3. You should have drawn arrowheads on the arcs
for the reference angles in Problems 1 and 2.
If you haven’t, draw them now. Explain why
the arc for 152° goes from the terminal side to
the u-axis but the arc for 250° goes from the
u-axis to the terminal side.

3. Because the angle must be
counterclockwise so that its measure will
be positive.
4. Because it must go to the nearest side
of the horizontal axis.
5.

150°

uref 5 360 2 310 5 50

6.

250

uref 5 u

8. The figure in Problem 7 shows a point 2 units
from the origin and on the terminal side of
the angle. Draw a segment from this point
perpendicular to the u-axis, thus forming a
right triangle whose hypotenuse is 2 units long.
Use what you recall from geometry to find the
lengths of the two legs of the triangle.
9. What did you learn as a result of doing this
exploration that you did not know before?

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

7. uref 5 180 1 (2150) 5 30
v
		

v

v
�ref � �
u
u
310°

250

50°

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

u
30°

�150°

Example 1 shows how to find reference angles for angles terminating in each of the
four quadrants.

EXAMPLE 1 ➤ Sketch angles of 71°, 133°, 254°, and 317° in standard position and calculate the
measure of each reference angle.

SOLUTION

To calculate the measure of the reference angle, sketch an angle in the appropriate
quadrant; then look at the geometry to figure out what to do.
Figure 5-2d shows the four angles along with their reference angles. For an angle
between 0° and 90° (in Quadrant I), the angle and the reference angle are the
same. For angles in other quadrants, you have to calculate the positive acute angle
between the u-axis and the terminal side of the angle.
v

v
  71°
ref  71°

ref    71°

ref  180° 133°  47°
v

v

  254°

u

u

ref  43°

  317°

ref  74°

ref  360°  317°  43°

ref  254°  180°  74°
Figure 5-2d

➤

Note that if the angle is not between 0° and 360°, you can first find a coterminal
angle that is between these values. It then becomes an “old” problem like
Example 1.

EXAMPLE 2 ➤ Sketch an angle of 4897° in standard position and calculate the measure of the
reference angle.

SOLUTION

4897 13.6027...
____

Divide 4897 by 360 to find the number of whole revolutions.

360
This number tells you that the terminal side makes 13 whole revolutions plus
another 0.6027... revolution. To find out which quadrant the angle falls in, multiply
the decimal part of the number of revolutions by 360 to find the number of
degrees. The answer is Vc , a coterminal angle to V between 0° and 360°.
Vc  (0.6027...)(360)  217°

8. Duplicatingthetriangleaboveitself
makesanangleof60ateachvertex,sothe
largetriangleisequiangularandtherefore
equilateral.Soallsidesareoflength2,and
theleft(vertical)legoftheoriginaltriangle
ishalfof2,or1(21becauseitisbelowthe
horizontalaxis).Sotheother(horizontal)
______
__
__
legis22 212 
5 23(23becauseit
istotheleftoftheverticalaxis).



CASActivity5-2a:Measurement
Conversionsintroducesstudents
totheuseofunitconversionson
aCAS,andillustratesthelinear
relationshipsbetweenmanyrelated
unitsofmeasure.Allow20–25
minutes.

CAS Suggestions
Studentsmayfindithelpfultodothe
unitconversionsinthissectionona
CAS,wheretheycanbehandledlike
anyothervariables.Afulllistingof
unitabbreviationsisavailableinthe
Catalog,butfewstudentsneedtorefer
tothismenubecauseoftheirfamiliarity
withunitsfromtheirsciencecourses.
Toindicatethatunitsaretobeapplied,
insertanunderscorecharacterbeforethe
unitabbreviation.Th
 eunderscoreand
conversioncharacterscanbefoundby
pressing CTRL+CATALOG.

  133°
u

ref  47°

u

Technology Notes

Th
 efigureshowssomeconversions
betweenfamiliarlengthunits,including
additionoflengthvaluesofdifferent
units.(Th
 edefaultoutputunitsystem
canbechangedbyvisitingtheSystem
Settings menu.)NoticethattheTI-Nspire
syntaxforsecondsis_s(not_sec).
Finally,theTI-Nspireautomatically
convertscomplexunitsintotheir
kg m
compositeform(e.g.,1_____
isequivalent
s 
to1newton).

Compute without rounding.
Section 5-2: Measurement of Rotation
v

1
�1

2
3
���
30°
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u

2


9.

Answersmayvary.

Section 5-2: Measurement of Rotation
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Sketch the 217° angle in Quadrant III, as in Figure 5-2e.

PRO B LE M N OTE S

v

Q2. y-dilationby5
1
Q3. x-dilationby__
3
Q4. y-translationby14

Vref  37°

Figure 5-2e

From the figure, you should be able to see that
Vref  217°  180°  37°

x
1

�1

Q9. 200

Q10. A

Problems 1–20 requirestudentstosketch
anglesinstandardpositionandfindthe
measuresofthereferenceangles.
1. uref550

Problem Set 5-2
Reading Analysis

2. uref518

v
�ref

u


uref
 5 79

4. uref
 533

v

5m

v
u

u


6. uref
 521
v
u

u
�ref

�ref

uref554

�ref

8. uref577

v

C. x

D. x 100

For Problems 1–20, sketch the angle in standard
position, mark the reference angle, and find its
measure.
1. 130°

2. 198°

3. 259°

4. 147°

5. 342°

6. 21°

7. 54°

8. 283°

9. 160°

10. 220°

11. 295°

12. 86°

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

10. uref540

11.

�ref

12. uref
 586

v

v
u

uref
 565

u

v

�ref

u

v

�ref

u

u
�ref
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B. x 4

25

Quick Review

v


7.
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9. uref
 520

A. x 15
E. None of these

In Problems Q2–Q5, describe the transformation.
Q2. g(x)  5f (x)
Q3. g(x)  f (3x)
Q4. g(x)  4  f (x)
Q5. g(x)  f (x 2)
Q6. If f (x)  2x  6, then f 1(x)  ? .

�ref

v

in

x 20 
Q10. ___
x5

Q1. A function that repeats its values at regular
intervals is called a ? function.

�ref

uref518

Q7. How many degrees are there in two
revolutions?
Q8. Sketch the graph of y  2 x.
Q9. 40 is 20% of what number?

From what you have read in this section, what do
you consider to be the main idea? How can an angle
have a measure greater than 180° or a negative
measure? If the terminal side of an angle is drawn
in standard position in a uv-coordinate system, why
can there be more than one value for the measure of
the angle but only one value for the measure of the
reference angle?

v
u

➤

As you draw the reference angle, remember that it is always between the
terminal side and the horizontal axis (never the vertical axis). The reference
angle sometimes goes from the axis to the terminal side and sometimes from the
terminal side to the axis. To figure out which way it goes, recall that the reference
angle is positive. Thus it always goes in the counterclockwise direction.

2

5.

u

Where will it end up?

4

3

V  4897°
u

Vc  217°

Q5. x-translationby12
Q7. 720
Q6. y5__
1x23
2
Q8. 
y

�ref

How many revolutions?

v

Q1. Periodic
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u
�ref

13. 98.6°

14. 57.3°

15. 154.1°

16. 273.2°

17. 5481°

18. 7321°

19. 2746°

20. 3614°

For Problems 29 and 30, write an equation for the
image function, g (solid), in terms of the pre-image
function, f (dashed).

For Problems 21–26, the angles are measured
in degrees, minutes, and seconds. There are
60 minutes (60) in a degree and 60 seconds (60)
in a minute. To find 180° 137°24, you calculate
179°60137°24. Sketch each angle in standard
position, mark the reference angle, and find its
measure.
21. 145°37

22. 268°29

23. 213°16

24. 121°43

25. 308°1451

26. 352°1644

Problems 21–26 involve arithmetic with
angle measures given in degrees, minutes,
and seconds. Students may need to review
how to convert among these units. Some
graphers have a feature that converts
angle measures from degrees, minutes,
and seconds to degrees with decimals.
However, students should be able to do
these conversions without this feature.

28. The pendulum in a grandfather clock swings
back and forth. The distance from the end of the
pendulum to the left side of the clock depends
on time.

y

29.

10
g
10

f

10

ref
 5 3423

21.

x

v

v
u

�ref

For Problems 27 and 28, sketch a reasonable graph
of the function, showing how the dependent variable
is related to the independent variable.

ref5 8829

22.

u
�ref

10
y

30.

10

27. A student jumps up and down on a trampoline.
Her distance from the ground depends on time.

23. ref
 5 3316

g

10

ref5 5817

v

v

x

10

f

24.

u

�ref

u

�ref

10

25. ref5 51459	26. ref5  74316
v

v
u

u

�ref

�ref

Problems 27 and 28 ask students to
sketch reasonable graphs for situations
that exhibit periodic behavior.
27.

13.

ref
 5 81.4

14.

v
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ref5 57.3

15.

ref
 5 25.9

16.

v

ref
 5 86.8

u

Time

v
v

�ref

Distance

�ref

u

�ref

u
�ref

 	

u

Problems 29 and 30 review the
transformations studied in Chapter 1 and
prepare students for the next section.
29. g(x) 5 4 1 f (x 2 1)
30. g(x) 5 3  f  __
 x 
2
See page 999 for answers to 
Problems 17–20 and 28.
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5-3 Sine and Cosine Functions

Sec tion 5-3

From previous mathematics courses, you may recall working with sine,
cosine, and tangent for angles in a right triangle. Your grapher has these
functions in it. If you plot the graphs of y  sin V and y  cos V, you get the
periodic functions shown in Figure 5-3a. Each graph is called a sinusoid,
as you learned in Section 5-1. To get these graphs, you may enter the
equations in the form y  sin x and y  cos x and use degree mode.

PL AN N I N G
Class Time
1day

Homework Assignment

y  cos 

y  sin 

RA,Q1–Q10,Problems1–23odd

1

1




360°

Teaching Resources

1

Exploration5-3a:DefinitionsofSineand
Cosine
Exploration5-3b:uv-Graphsand
uy-GraphsofSinusoids
Exploration5-3c:ParentSinusoids
BlacklineMasters
 Example3,Problems15–20
 TrigonometricRatiosTable

SineWaveTracer



Exploration5-3b:uv-Graphsand
uy-GraphsofSinusoids

In this section you will see how the reference angles of Section 5-2 let you extend
the right triangle definitions of sine and cosine to include angles of any measure.
You will also see how these definitions lead to sinusoids.

Objective

One cycle

Important Terms and Concepts

254

Extend the definitions of sine and cosine to any angle.
A periodic function is a function whose values repeat at regular intervals. The
graphs in Figure 5-3a are examples. The part of the graph from any point to
the point where the graph starts repeating itself is called a cycle. For a periodic
function, the period is the difference between the horizontal coordinates
corresponding to one cycle, as shown in Figure 5-3b. The sine and cosine functions
complete a cycle every 360°, as you can see in Figure 5-3a. So the period of these
functions is 360°. A horizontal translation of one period makes the pre-image and
image graphs identical.

TE ACH I N G
Periodicfunction
Cycle
Period
Trigonometricfunctions
Displacement
Righttriangledefinitionsofsineand
cosine
Sinefunctionofanysizeangle
Cosinefunctionofanysizeangle
Sinusoid
Parentsinefunction
Criticalpoints

1

720°

Figure 5-3a

Technology Resources


360°

720°

Equal y-values

One period

Figure 5-3b
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Section Notes
Inpreviouscourses,studentslearned
howtofindthesineandcosineofthe
acuteanglesinarighttriangle.Inthis
section,thedefinitionsofsineandcosine
areextendedtoanglesofanymeasure,
makingitpossibletodiscussy5sinu
andy5cosuasperiodicfunctionscalled
sinusoids.Itisimportanttotaketimeto
makesurestudentsunderstandthatthe
definitionsarebeingextendedtoangles
ofanymeasure.Otherwise,theywillbe
foreverweddedtothetriangledefinitions
andmayhavetroubleworkingwithnonacuteangles.

Periodicity is common. The phases of the moon are one example of a
periodic phenomenon.

DEFINITION: Periodic Function
The function f is a periodic function of x if and only if there is a number
p  0 for which f (x  p)  f (x) for all values of x in the domain.
If p is the smallest such number, then p is called the period of the function.

Definition of Sine and Cosine for Any Angle
To understand why sine and cosine are periodic functions, consider a ray rotating
about the origin in a uv-coordinate system, forming a variable angle V in standard
position. The left side of Figure 5-3c shows the ray terminating in Quadrant I.
A point on the ray r units from the origin traces a circle of radius r as the ray
rotates. The coordinates (u, v) of the point vary, but r stays constant.
v

(u, v)

Radius r


u

v

Ray rotates.
Terminal
side of 

Draw a
perpendicular.
u
Figure 5-3c

v
Hypotenuse
(radius) r
(u, v)
Reference
triangle
Vertical leg v
(opposite )
u

Horizontal leg u
(adjacent to )

Drawing a perpendicular from point (u, v) to the u-axis forms a right triangle
with V as one of the acute angles. This triangle is called the reference triangle.
As shown on the right in Figure 5-3c, the coordinate u is the length of the leg
adjacent to angle V, and the coordinate v is the length of the leg opposite angle V.
The radius, r, is the length of the hypotenuse.
The right triangle definitions of the sine and cosine functions are
adjacent leg
opposite leg
cos V  __________
sin V  __________
hypotenuse
hypotenuse
These functions are called trigonometric functions, from the Greek roots for
“triangle” (trigon-) and “measurement” (-metry).
Section 5-3: Sine and Cosine Functions
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Th
 egoalsofthissectionaretohave
studentsunderstandandlearnthe
definitionsofthesineandcosine
functionsandtounderstandandlearn
theparentgraphsofthesineandcosine
functions.
  Forthissection,andthroughout
theremainderofthischapter,graphers
shouldbeindegreemode.Somegraphers
useradianmodeasthedefaultsetting.
Showstudentshowtochangetheir
grapherstodegreemode,andremind
themtocheckthemodeeachtimethey
turnonthegrapherorclearthememory.
Alsonotethatalthoughu isusedto
representanglesmeasuredindegrees,
studentswillneedtographequations
usingxastheindependentvariable.
Tointroducethetopicofperiodic
functions,havestudentsgraphthe
functiony5sinxontheirgraphers.
Th
 enhavethemtracethefunctionand
observethatthey-valuesrepeatevery
360.Usethegraphtoexplainthe
conceptsofcycleandperiod.
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Section Notes (continued)

As V increases beyond 90°, the values of u, v, or both become negative. As shown
in Figure 5-3d, the reference triangle appears in different quadrants, with the
reference angle at the origin. Because u and v can be negative, consider them to
be displacements of the point (u, v) from the respective axes. The value of r stays
positive because it is the radius of the circle. The definitions of sine and cosine for
any angle use these displacements, u and v.

Whensineandcosineareconsidered
asfunctions,righttriangledefinitions
ofsineandcosineareextended.Review
therighttriangledefinitionsofsineand
cosinewithstudents.Th
 endiscussthe
materialinthetextthatexplainshow
thedefinitionscanbeextendedtoangles
ofanymeasure.Notethatthereference
angledeterminesareferencetriangleto
whichtherighttriangledefinitionsapply.
Makesurestudentsunderstandthat
(u, v)isanypointontheterminalsideof
theangleandristhedistancefrom(u, v)
totheorigin.Emphasizethatrisalways
positivebecauseitisadistance,butu
andvcanbeeitherpositiveornegative.
Th
 erefore,thesineorcosineofanangle
canbepositiveornegative.

(u, v)
v pos.

Example2onpage258demonstrates
howtoapplythedefinitionsofsineand
cosinetofindthesineandcosineofan
anglebasedonapointontheterminal
sideoftheangle.
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v

r

ref

u neg.



v neg. ref

v



u

u neg.

 u pos.

u

r

r

ref

in Quadrant II

u

v neg.

(u, v)

(u, v)
in Quadrant III
Figure 5-3d

in Quadrant IV

DEFINITION: Sine and Cosine Functions for Any Angle
Let (u, v) be a point r units from the origin on a rotating ray. Let V be the
angle to the ray, in standard position. Then
u horizontal displacement
cos V __  ____________________
radius
r

v vertical displacement
sin V  __  __________________
radius
r

Pointouttostudentsthatcoterminal
angleshavethesamesinevaluesandthe
samecosinevaluesbecausetheyhavethe
sameterminalpositions.Th
 isexplains
whythesineandcosinefunctionsare
periodic,withcyclesthatrepeatevery
360.
Example1onpage257illustratesthe
relationshipbetweenthecosineof
anangleandthecosineofthecorrespondingreferenceangle.Besureto
discussthenoteafterExample1,which
emphasizestheimportanceofincluding
thedegreesignwhendenotingthesine
orcosineofanangleindegrees.Ifthe
degreesignisnotincluded,theangle
isassumedtobeinradians.So,for
example,todenotethecosineofanangle
withmeasure147,studentsshouldwrite
cos147,notcos147.

v

You can remember these definitions by thinking “v as in vertical” and “u comes
before v in the alphabet, like x comes before y.” With respect to the reference
triangle, v is the displacement opposite the reference angle, and u is the displacement
adjacent to it. The radius is always the hypotenuse of the reference triangle.
Figure 5-3e shows the signs of the displacements
u and v for angle V in the four quadrants.

v

Note that the values of sin V and cos V depend
only on the measure of angle V, not on the location
of the point on the terminal side.
v
(u2, v2)

As shown in Figure 5-3f, reference triangles for the
same angle are similar. Thus

(u1, v1)

r1
r2

Similar
triangles

v2
u1 __
u2
v1 __
__
sin V  __
r  r   and  cos V  r  r
1

2

1




Radius is
always
positive.

















Figure 5-3e

2

u



Figure 5-3f
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Example3onpage258showshowtograph
atransformationofthesinefunctionby
plottingcriticalpoints.Ablacklinemaster
ofFigure5-3jisavailableintheInstructor’s
Resource Book.

Considergivingstudentsacopyofthe
TrigonometricRatiosTablefromthe
BlacklineMasterssectionintheInstructor’s
Resource Book.Havestudentskeepthetable
inafolderforreference.Th
 eycancontinue
tofi llinvaluesastheylearnaboutmore

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

trigonometricratiosinSection5-4and
whentheylearnaboutradianmeasurein
Section6-4.

  StudentswhouseTI-Nspiregraphers
candynamicallyrecreateExample3ina
Graphs&Geometrywindow.Changethe
windowsettingsto[2800,800]forxwith
scale30and[26,6]forywithscale1.Turn
thegridon,graphf(x)5sinx,andmove
thecursortothefirstrelativemaximum

u

Differentiating Instruction

Periodicity of Sine and Cosine
Figure 5-3g shows why the sine function is periodic. On the left, V is shown as an
angle in standard position in a uv-coordinate system. As V increases from 0°, v
is positive and increasing until it equals r, when V reaches 90°. Then v decreases,
becoming negative as V passes 180° until it equals r, when V reaches 270°. From
270° to 360°, v is negative but increasing until it equals 0. Beyond 360°, the pattern
repeats. Recall that sin V  _vr . Thus sin V starts at 0, increases to 1, decreases to
1, and then increases to 0 as V increases from 0° through 360°. The right side of
Figure 5-3g shows V as the horizontal coordinate in a Vy-coordinate system, with
y  sin V. This is the first sinusoid of Figure 5-3a.
v
v is positive,
decreasing.


v is negative,
decreasing.

1

v is positive,
increasing.

y
Decreasing

u
v is negative,
increasing.

Repeating!

Increasing
0°

90°

90° 180°
Decreasing


270°

360°
Increasing

1

Figure 5-3g

You can see how the rotating ray in a uv-coordinate system generates a sinusoid
by viewing the Sine Wave Tracer exploration at www.keymath.com/precalc.
You can also create your own animation using geometry soft ware such as
The Geometer’s Sketchpad®.

EXAMPLE 1 ➤ Draw angle V equal to 147° in standard position in a uv-coordinate system. Draw
the reference triangle and show the measure of Vref , the reference angle. Find
cos 147° and cos Vref , and explain the relationship between the two cosine values.

SOLUTION

v

Draw the 147° angle and its reference angle, as in Figure 5-3h. Pick a point on the
terminal side of the angle and draw a perpendicular to the horizontal axis,
forming the reference triangle.
Vref  180°  147°  33°

Because Vref and 147° must sum to 180°.

cos 147°  0.8386...




33°


147°

Figure 5-3h

u

cos 33°  0.8386...

By calculator.

Both cosine values have the same magnitude. Cos 147° is negative because the
horizontal coordinate of a point in Quadrant II is negative. The radius, r, is
always considered to be positive because it is the radius of a circle traced as the
➤
ray rotates.
Note: When you write the cosine of an angle in degrees, such as cos 147°, you must
write the degree symbol. Writing cos 147 without the degree symbol has a different
meaning, as you will see when you learn about angles in radians in the next
chapter.

point to the right of the y-axis. When the
cursor changes to an X with arrows, click
and hold to drag the point. This changes
both the sinusoid and its equation (both
on the screen and in the command line)
as students drag the point. This can be a
dramatic way to emphasize transformations
of trigonometric functions.

Section 5-3: Sine and Cosine Functions
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• Because they may have approached
trigonometric functions other than
through right triangles, some students
will need a handout defining the
trigonometric functions in terms of
a right triangle and relating these
definitions to an illustration.
• Make sure students connect sine and
cosine with their abbreviations sin
and cos. In many languages, these
functions are pronounced “seenus”
and “coseenus.” This may make it
difficult for ELL students to connect
the English pronunciation with their
abbreviations.
• Have students write in their own
words definitions for sine, cosine, and
period in their journals.
• Have ELL student do the Reading
Analysis in pairs.

Exploration Notes
If you have time for only one exploration,
it is recommended that you use
Exploration 5-3a.
Exploration 5-3a connects the right
triangle definitions of sine and cosine
to the extended definitions and can be
used in place of Example 1. It requires
students to use a ruler and a protractor
to make accurate measurements. Allow
15–20 minutes for students to complete
the exploration.
Exploration 5-3b demonstrates the
relationship between a unit circle and
the graphs of y 5 sin x and y 5 cos x. The
exploration takes about 20 minutes. You
can use this exploration with Section 6-4
instead of with Section 5-3 if you prefer.
Exploration 5-3c explores the graph and
transformations of the parent function
y 5 sin x. If you work through the
problems with the class as a whole, this
exploration can replace Example 3.

Section 5-3: Sine and Cosine Functions
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Technology Notes




EXAMPLE 2 ➤ The terminal side of angle V contains the point (u, v)  (8, 5). Sketch the angle

in standard position. Use the definitions of sine and cosine to find sin V and cos V.

Th
 ediscussionbelowFigure5-3g
suggestsusingtheSineWave
Tracerexplorationat
www.keymath.com/precalc.
Th
 eexplorationallowsstudents
toinvestigatepropertiesof
thesinusoidalwaveusingan
interactivetracer.Itisalsousedin
Section5-4,Problem45.

SOLUTION
v



8
__

89

u

__________

5

Figure 5-3i

Exploration 5-3b:uv-Graphsand
uy-GraphsofSinusoidsinthe
Instructor’s Resource Book canbe
donewiththehelpofSketchpad.

As shown in Figure 5-3i
5-3i, draw the point (8, 5) and draw angle V with its terminal
side passing through the point. Draw a perpendicular from the point (8, 5) to the
horizontal axis, forming the reference triangle. Label the displacements u  8 and
v  5. Calculate the radius, r, using the Pythagorean theorem, and show it on
your sketch.
___

___

r  q8 2  (5) 2 q89

Show q89 on the figure.

5
___  0.5299...
sin V _____
q89

opposite displacement
Sine is ______________
.
hypotenuse

8___ 0.8479...
Cosine is ______________
.
cos V  _____
➤
hypotenuse
q89
Figure 5-3j shows the parent sine function, y  sin V. You can plot sinusoids with
other proportions and locations by transforming this parent graph. Example 3
shows you how to do this.
adjacent displacement

y

CAS Suggestions
Th
 edefinitionofperiodicfunctionscan
beusedonaCAStoverifyamultipleof
theperiodoftrigonometricfunctions.
Th
 efirsttwolinesofthefigureshow
thisforsine.Donotconfusethiswith
verificationoftheperioditself.ACAS
testswhethertheaddedvalueofpis
amultipleoftheperiod.Line3ofthe
figureshowsthat180°isnotamultipleof
theperiodofsine,butline4showsthat
720°is.Th
 isisausefultoolforverifying
thatagivenperiodmightbecorrect.

1


360°

Figure 5-3j

EXAMPLE 3 ➤ Let y  4 sin V. What transformation of the parent sine function is this? On a

copy of Figure 5-3j, sketch the graph of this image sinusoid. Check your sketch by
plotting the parent sinusoid and the transformed sinusoid on the same screen.

SOLUTION

The transformation is a vertical dilation by a factor of 4.
Find places where the pre-image function has high points, low points, or zeros.
Multiply the y-values by 4 and plot the resulting points (Figure 5-3k on the next
page, left side). Sketch a smooth curve through the critical points (Figure 5-3k,
right side). Your grapher will confirm that your sketch is correct.


Ifyourstudentsarefamiliarwithvectors
frompreviousmathstudiesorascience
course,analternativewaytodetermine
thesineandcosinevaluesinExample2
istodefinecosineandsineasthe
correspondingx-andy-coordinatesof
aunitvectorinthesamedirectionasa
givenvector.Th
 eCAScommandforthis
isunitV.(Notethatsquarebracketsare
usedtoindicatevectors.)
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Q1.

y5ab x, a  0, b  0

Q2. Power
Q3. 61



Q4.

Alpha,beta,gamma,phi

Q5.

x-translationby13

Q6.

x532

y

y

Mark high, low, and middle points.

1



PRO B LE M N OTE S

Sketch the graph.

1



360°

360°

Figure 5-3k

➤

Problem Set 5-3
Reading Analysis
From what you have read in this section, what do
you consider to be the main idea? Give a real-world
example of what it means for a function to be
periodic. How are the definitions of sine and cosine
extended from right triangles, with angle measures
limited to between 0° and 90°, to angles of any
measure, positive or negative? What is the difference
between the way V appears in a uv-coordinate system
and the way it appears in a Vy-coordinate system?
5m

in

Q7. Sketch a reasonable graph showing the height of
your foot above the pavement as a function of
the distance your bicycle has traveled.

Problems 1–6exploretherelationship
betweenthesineandcosineofan
angleandthesineandcosineof
thecorrespondingreferenceangle.
Problem 23followsdirectlyfromthe
workontheseproblems.Ifyougave
studentstheTrigonometricRatiosTable
fromtheInstructor’s Resource Book,you
mightaskthemtorefertothetablewhile
completingtheseproblems.
2.

v
u
�ref


sin3205 20.6427...,sin4050.6427...,
sin3205 2sin40

Quick Review

3.

Q1. Write the general equation for an exponential
function.
Q2. The equation y  3x 1.2 represents a particular
? function.
Q3. Find the reference angle for a 241° angle.
Q4. Name these Greek letters: B, C, H, G.
Q5. What transformation of the pre-image function
y  x 5 is the image function y (x  3) 5?
Q6. Find x if 5 log 2  log x.

uref
 540

uref
 540
v

Q8. 3.7 0  ? (3.7 with a zero exponent, not
3.7 degrees)
�ref

Q9. What is the value of 5! (five factorial)?

u

Q10. What percent of 300 is 60?
For Problems 1–6, sketch the angle in standard
position in a uv-coordinate system. Draw the
reference triangle, showing the measure of the
reference angle. Find the sine or cosine of the angle
and its reference angle. Explain the relationship
between them.
1. sin 250°


cos140520.7660...,
cos4050.7660...,cos14052cos40
4.

uref520
v

2. sin 320°

3. cos 140°

4. cos 200°

5. cos 300°

6. sin 120°

u
�ref

Q7.





Height

1.
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uref570
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cos2005 20.9396...,
cos2050.9396...,cos2005 2cos20

v

Distance

Q8.

1

Q9. 120
Q10. 20%

�ref



u


sin250520.9396...,sin7050.9396...,
sin25052sin70

Seepage999foranswersto
Problems5and6.
Section 5-3: Sine and Cosine Functions
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Problem Notes (continued)
Problems 7–14 aresimilartoExample2
andhelpstudentslearnthedefinitionsof
sineandcosine.
  Problems 7–14couldbe
accomplishedwiththeunitVcommand.
____
50.8436...;
7. sinu 5______
 11
 
 170

7 
____
cosu5______
50.5368...
 170

1___
8. sinu5_____
 50.2425...;
 17

cosu5_____
 4___
 50.9701...
 17

9. sinu5_____
 5___
 50.9284...;
 29

22
cosu5_____
 ___520.3713...
 29

Problems 15–20givestudentsachance
toapplytheirtransformationskillsfrom
Chapter1totheparentsineandcosine
graphs.Ablacklinemasterforthese
problemsisavailableintheInstructor’s
Resource Book.

For Problems 7–14, use the definitions of sine and
cosine to write sin V and cos V for angles whose
terminal side contains the given point.
7. (7, 11)

8. (4, 1)

9. (2, 5)

10. (6, 9)

11. (4, 8)

12. (8, 3)

14. (3, 4) (What do you notice about r?)
Figure 5-3l shows the parent function graphs
y  sin V and y  cos V. For Problems 15–20,
give the transformation of the parent function
represented by the equation. Sketch the transformed
graph on a copy of Figure 5-3l. Confirm your sketch
by plotting both graphs on the same screen on your
grapher.
16. y  4  sin V

17. y  3 cos V

18. y  cos _12 V

19. y  3  cos 2V

1


360°

23. Functions of Reference Angles Problem: This
property relates the sine and cosine of an angle to
the sine and cosine of the reference angle. Give
numerical examples to show that the property is
true for both sine and cosine.

PROPERTY: Sine and Cosine of a
Reference Angle
sin Vref  \ sin V \

24.

and

cos Vref  \ cos V \

Construction Problem: For this problem
use pencil and paper or a computer graphing
program such as The Geometer’s Sketchpad.
Construct a right triangle with one horizontal leg
with length 8 cm and an acute angle of measure
35° with its vertex at one end of the 8-cm leg.
Measure the hypotenuse and the other leg. Use
these measurements to calculate the values of
sin 35° and cos 35° from the definitions of sine
and cosine. How well do the answers agree with
the values you get directly by calculator? While
keeping the angle measure equal to 35°, increase
the lengths of the sides of the right triangle.
Calculate the values of sin 35° and cos 35° in the
new triangle. What do you find?

y  cos 

1


360°

Problem 23presentsthepropertythat
relatesthesineandcosineofanangleto
thesineandcosineofthereferenceangle.
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y  sin 

y

Problems 21 and 22askstudentstomake
generalizationsaboutwhensinuand
cosuarepositiveandwhentheyare
negative.

Seepages999–1000foranswersto
Problems10–24andCASProblem1.

20. y  4 cos(V  60°)

y

  ForProblems 15–20,havestudents
definetheparentfunctiononaCAS
andgraphthetransformationsusing
functionnotationtomorefullyconnect
transformationsontrigonometric
functionstotransformationsingeneral.

Problem 24requiresstudentstoconstruct
arighttrianglewithparticularmeasures.
Th
 entheycanobservethatthesine
andcosineofanangledonotchange
ifthetriangleisdilated.Ifstudentsdo
notuseacomputergraphingprogram,
theywillneedaprotractorforthis
problem.Centimetergraphpaperfrom
theBlacklineMasterssectioninthe
Instructor’s Resource Bookmaybeused.

22. Draw the uv-coordinate system. In each
quadrant, put a  sign or a  sign to show
whether sin V is positive or negative when
angle V terminates in that quadrant.

13. (24, 7) (What do you notice about r?)

15. y  sin(V  60°)

21. Draw the uv-coordinate system. In each
quadrant, put a  sign or a  sign to show
whether cos V is positive or negative when
angle V terminates in that quadrant.

Figure 5-3l
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Additional CAS Problems

1. Giventhreeangleswhoseterminalsides
contain(3,5),(4.5,7.5),and(12.6,k)
respectively,allhavethesamesineand
cosinevalues:
a. Whatisk?
b. Whatistherelationshipamongall
pointsthathavethesamesineand
cosinevaluesasthegiventhree
points?

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

c. Findcoordinatesofthepointwitha
y-coordinateof100whosesineand
cosinevaluesarethesameasthe
givenpoints.
d. Th
 epoint(a,b)is12unitsfromthe
origin,butitssineandcosinevalues
areidenticaltothegivenpoints.What
arethevaluesofaandb?

e. Th
 epoint(c,c13)hasthesamesine
andcosinevaluesasthegivenpoints.
Findc.

5- 4 Values of the Six Trigonometric
Functions

In Section 5-3, you recalled the definitions of the sine and cosine of an angle and
saw how to extend these definitions to include angles beyond the range of 0° to
90°. With the extended definitions, y  sin V and y  cos V are periodic functions
whose graphs are called sinusoids. In this section you will define four other
trigonometric functions. You will learn how to evaluate all six trigonometric
functions approximately, by calculator, and exactly in special cases, using the
definitions. In the next section you will use what you have learned to calculate
unknown side lengths and angle measures in right triangles.

to

s

Objective

Be able to find values of the six trigonometric functions approximately, by
calculator, for any angle and exactly for certain special angles.
Sine and cosine have been defined for any angle as ratios of the coordinates
(u, v) of a point on the terminal side of the angle and, equivalently, as ratios of the
displacements in the reference triangle.
opposite
v vertical displacement
sin V  __  __________________  __________
r
radius
hypotenuse
adjacent
u horizontal displacement
cos V  __  ____________________  __________
r
radius
hypotenuse

eg

e

e

Sec tion 5- 4

In this exploration you will explore the values of sine and cosine for various
angles.

E XPLOR ATION 5- 4: Va l u e s o f t h e S i n e a n d Cos i n e Fu n c t i o n s
1. This figure shows an angle V in standard
position in a uv-coordinate system. Write
the sine and cosine of V in terms of the
coordinates (u, v) and the distance r from the
origin to the point.

2. This figure shows an angle of 123° in standard
position in a uv-coordinate system. By
calculator, find sin 123° and cos 123°. Write
the answers in ellipsis format. Explain why
sin 123° is positive but cos 123° is negative.
v

v
(u, v)

r


u

(u, v)

r

123°

PL AN N I N G
Class time
2days

Homework Assignment

Day 1:RA,Q1–Q10,Problems1,(4),6,7,
9,11–14
Day 2:Problems15–19,21–31odd,35,39,
40–46

Teaching Resources

Exploration5-4:ValuesoftheSineand
CosineFunctions
Exploration5-4a:ValuesoftheSix
TrigonometricFunctions
Exploration5-4b:DirectMeasurementof
FunctionValues
Test12,Sections5-1to5-4,FormsA
andB
SupplementaryProblems

Technology Resources


SineWaveTracer



Activity:TrigonometryTracers



CASActivity5-4a:Pythagorean
Relationships

TE ACH I N G

u

Important Terms and Concepts

continued

u
__
1. sinu5__vr ;cosu5

r
2. sin12350.8386...;
cos123520.5446...
Becauserisalwayspositive,sin123
ispositivebecausevispositivein
QuadrantII,andcos123isnegative
becauseuisnegativeforpointsin
QuadrantII.
____________
___
3. r5 232 1
 272 
558,so
___andcosu5_____
___
 23
sinu5_____
 27
 58
 58
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4. Choose,forexample,apointwith
r52.Bythepropertiesof30-60-90
__
triangles,u51andv523. __

So,sin3005_12andcos3005___
23
 .
Becauserisalwayspositive,sin300is
negativebecausevisnegativein
QuadrantIV,andcos300ispositve
becauseuispositiveinQuadrantIV.
5. Answersmayvary.

Tangent
Cotangent
Secant
Cosecant
Reciprocalproperties
Unitcircle
Complementaryangles
Ellipsisformat

Exploration Notes
Exploration 5-4 requiresstudentsto
findvaluesofsineandcosine.Th
 isisa
goodactivitytouseatthebeginningof
thesection.
Seepage264fornotesonadditional
explorations.
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Section Notes
Section5-4definesthefourremaining
trigonometricfunctions—tangent,
cotangent,secant,andcosecant—and
introducesthereciprocalproperties.
IfyougavestudentsaTrigonometric
RatiosTableinSection5-3,havethem
fi llinmoreofthevaluesasyouintroduce
theotherfourratios.Youmightaskthem
toapplyrelationshipsbetweenfunctions,
sinu
1
suchascscu5____
sinu
 
,tanu5____

,
cosu
andsinu 5 cos(902u)tofi llout
thetable.

EXPLORATION, continued
3. This figure shows an angle V in standard
position. The terminal side contains the point
(3, 7). Write sin V and cos V exactly, using
fractions and radicals.
v

v


u

300°

4. This figure shows an angle of 300° in
standard position. Choose a convenient point
on the terminal side. Use properties of special

5. What did you learn as a result of doing this
exploration that you did not know before?

Four other ratios can be made using u, v, and r. Their names are tangent,
cotangent, secant, and cosecant, and their definitions are given in the box on the
next page.
The right triangle definition of tangent for an acute angle is extended to the ratio
of v to u for a point on the terminal side of any angle.
vertical displacement
opposite
v
tan V  __  ____________________  _______
u horizontal displacement adjacent
The cotangent, secant, and cosecant functions are reciprocals of the tangent,
cosine, and sine functions, respectively. The relationship between each pair of
functions, such as cotangent and tangent, is called the reciprocal property of
trigonometric functions, which you will explore fully in Chapter 7.
When you write the functions in a column in the order sin V, cos V, tan V, cot V,
sec V, and csc V, the functions and their reciprocals have this pattern:
sin 
cos 
tan 
cot 

Reciprocals

1 
cot V = ____
tan V

sec 
csc 
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Whendrawingreferencetrianglestofind
thevaluesoftrigonometricfunctions,
studentsoftenmakethemistakeof
labelingallsideswithpositivevalues.
Emphasizetheimportanceofthinking
aboutthesignusedforeachlabel.

terminalsideoftheangleisin.Because
thevalueofristheradiusofacircle,the
hypotenuselabelshouldalwaysbepositive.

Becausethelabelsforthehorizontaland
verticalsidescorrespondtotheu-and
v-values,theymaybepositiveornegative
values,dependingonthequadrantthe

Whenaradicaloccursinthedenominator,
suchasinExample2,thetextdoesnot
suggestthatstudentsrationalizethe
expression.Itwasoncecustomaryto
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u

(3, 7)

Th
 issectionwilltakeabouttwodays
tocomplete.Onthefirstday,coverthe
materialthroughExample2onpage264.
Youmightbeginthedaybyassigning
Exploration 5-4,suggestingthatstudents
readtheirbookstofindtheinformation
neededtoanswerthequestions.When
studentshavefinished,discusstheir
results.Ifstudentsseemtounderstand
thematerial,youmaybeabletoskip
someoftheexamplesinthetext.
Cosine(orco-sine)ismerelyacontraction
ofcomplement-sine,ahistorical
namingreflectingthiscomplementary
relationship.Th
 isrelationshipholdstrue
forallcofunctionpairsoftrigonometric
functions.Watchforstudentswhothink
thatafunctionanditscofunction—for
example,secantandcosecant—are
reciprocals.Emphasizethecorrect
reciprocalrelationships,andbesureto
discussProblem43 inclasstoreinforce
thatcofunctionsarenotreciprocal
functions.

triangles from geometry to find u, v, and r for
the point you picked. Then write sin 300° and
cos 300° exactly, using radicals if necessary.
Explain why sin 300° is negative but cos 300°
is positive.

 InExample1onpage264,notethat
somecalculatorswillalsoevaluatesecant,
cosecant,andtangentdirectly.
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transformfractionscontainingradicals
sothatthedenominatorswererational
numbers.Th
 etechniquehadadvantagesfor
findingdecimalapproximationsbecause
itismucheasiertodividebyarational
numberwhenusinglongdivision.

Question: In what quadrant does an
angle of 22508 terminate?

DEFINITIONS: The Six Trigonometric Functions
Let (u, v) be a point r units from the origin on the terminal side of a rotating ray. If V is the angle to
the ray, in standard position, then the following definitions hold.
Right Triangle Form

opposite
sin V __________
hypotenuse
adjacent
cos V __________
hypotenuse

vertical coordinate  __v
sin V ________________
radius
r

v
Hypotenuse
r
(u, v)

horizontal coordinate  __
u
cos V __________________

Adjacent leg
u

r

radius

Answer: sin  increases; cos  decreases;
tan  increases.

vertical coordinate  __
v
tan V __________________
horizontal coordinate u

Opposite
leg v
V

hypotenuse
sec V __________
adjacent

Question: Describe how sin , cos , and
tan  vary as  increases from 08 to 908.

Coordinate Form

opposite
tan V ________
adjacent
adjacent
cot V _______
opposite

Answer: Quadrant II.

horizontal coordinate  __
u
cot V __________________
vertical coordinate
v

u

radius
sec V __________________
 __r
horizontal coordinate u

hypotenuse
csc V __________
opposite

radius
 __r
csc V ________________
vertical coordinate v

Note: The coordinates u and v are also the horizontal and vertical displacements of
the point (u, v) in the reference triangle.

The Names Tangent and Secant
To see why the names tangent and secant are used, look at Figure 5-4a.
v

The point (u, v) has been chosen on the terminal side of angle V where r  1 unit.
The circle traced by (u, v) is called the unit circle (a circle with radius 1 unit). The
value of the sine is given by
Secant
sin V  __v  __v v
r 1
(u, v)
Tangent Thus the sine of an angle is equal to the vertical coordinate of a point on the
unit circle. Similarly, cos V  _u1  u, the horizontal coordinate of a point on the
1
Sine
unit circle.


1
Figure 5-4a

(1, 0)

u

If you draw a vertical line tangent to the circle at the point (1, 0), another reference
triangle is formed, with the adjacent displacement equal to 1 unit. In this larger
triangle,
opposite length of tangent segment
tan V  _______  _____________________  length of tangent segment
1
adjacent
Hence the name tangent is used.

Section 5-4: Values of the Six Trigonometric Functions

Now that calculators are widely available,
denominators usually are not rationalized.
Here are some good class discussion
questions.

Question: Tell which trigonometric
functions are positive in Quadrants I, II, III,
and IV.
Answer: Quad I: all are 1; Quad II: sin
and csc are 1; Quad III: tan and cot are 1;
Quad IV: cos and sec are 1.
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Question: For angles that terminate on
a quadrant boundary, the values of the
trigonometric functions are 0, 61, or
undefined. Find the exact values of the six
trigonometric functions of 2708.

Answer: sin 2708 5 21; cos 2708 5 0; 
tan 2708 is undefined; cot 2708 5 0; 
sec 2708 is undefined; csc 2708 5 21.

Section 5-4: Values of the Six Trigonometric Functions
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Differentiating Instruction

The hypotenuse of this larger reference triangle is part of a secant line, a line that
cuts through the circle. In the larger triangle,

• You will probably need to point out
that internal ellipses always indicate
a pattern while end ellipses may or
may not indicate a pattern. Students
will have to decide which based on
context. In this and other sections,
students will see ellipses at the end of
decimal numbers, indicating that the
decimal continues, though without any
particular pattern.
• Ask students how they pronounce
tangent, cotangent, secant, and
cosecant. They may pronounce these
words differently than you do.
• Note that cotangent is sometimes
abbreviated ctn.
• Because they may have approached
trigonometric functions other than
through right triangles, some students
will need a handout defining the
trigonometric functions in terms of
a right triangle and relating these
definitions to an illustration.
• Make sure students understand the
difference between  and 5.
• Make sure students understand that 
sin2 5 (sin )2 sin 2.
• ELL students may need help with the
meaning of certain before doing the
Reading Analysis. It is probably not
found in their bilingual dictionaries.
• If you assign Problem 43, explain that
the pronunciation of co differs if it is a
syllable by itself or if it has a consonant
following it in the syllable—hence 
co/function and com/plementary.

Additional Exploration Notes
Exploration 5-4a expands
Exploration 5-4 to include the definitions
of all six trigonometric functions. You
might use Exploration 5-4 in class and
assign this exploration as homework.
Allow 15–20 minutes.
Exploration 5-4b reinforces students’
understanding of the definitions of sine,
cosine, and tangent. Students measure
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hypotenuse length of secant segment
sec V  __________  ____________________  length of secant segment
1
adjacent
Hence the name secant is used. By the properties of similar triangles, for any point
(u, v) on the terminal side
r
v
__
tan V  __
u and sec V  u
You have seen why the names tangent and secant are used for these ratios. You will
explore the reason for the prefi x co- in the names cosine, cotangent, and cosecant
when you do Problem 43 in the problem set for this section. Section 8-3 explains in
detail how the reciprocal functions are related to complementary angles.

Approximate Values by Calculator
Example 1 shows how you can find approximate values of all six trigonometric
functions by calculator.

EXAMPLE 1 ➤ Evaluate by calculator the six trigonometric functions of 58.6°. Round to four
decimal places.

SOLUTION

You can find sine, cosine, and tangent directly by calculator.
sin 58.6°  0.8535507...  0.8536

Note preferred usage of the ellipsis and the  sign.

cos 58.6°  0.5210096...  0.5210
tan 58.6°  1.6382629...  1.6383
The other three functions are the reciprocals of the sine, cosine, and tangent
functions. Notice that the reciprocals follow the pattern described earlier.
1
cot 58.6°  ________
 0.6104026...  0.6104
tan 58.6°
1
sec 58.6°  ________
 1.9193503...  1.9194
cos 58.6°
1
 1.1715764...  1.1716
csc 58.6°  _______
sin 58.6°

➤

Exact Values by Geometry
If you know a point on the terminal side of an angle, you can calculate the values
of the trigonometric functions exactly. Example 2 shows you the steps.

EXAMPLE 2 ➤ The terminal side of angle V contains the point (5, 2). Find exact values of the six
trigonometric functions of V. Use radicals if necessary, but no decimals.

SOLUTION

t 4LFUDIUIFBOHMFJOTUBOEBSEQPTJUJPO 'JHVSFC 
t 1JDLBQPJOUPOUIFUFSNJOBMTJEF  5, 2) in this instance, and draw a
perpendicular to the horizontal axis.
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lengths to find the trigonometric values of
angles. This exploration should take about
10 minutes and could be used as a quiz or
included as part of a homework assignment.

Technology Notes
Problem 45: Sine Wave Tracer Project
asks students to explore properties of
the sine wave and write down what
they learned. This can be done with
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the help of the Dynamic Precalculus
Exploration of the same name at
www.keymath.com/precalc.

    Activity: Trigonometry Tracers in
the Instructor’s Resource Book has
students compute the sines, cosines,
and tangents of several angles based
on the coordinates of a point on the
unit circle. The activity is based on
radian measure of angles, but it can be

Additional Class Examples

t 6TFUIF1ZUIBHPSFBOUIFPSFNUPNBSLUIFEJTQMBDFNFOUTPOUIFSFGFSFODF
triangle.
__________

1. Findthesixtrigonometricfunctions
ofuifuterminatesinQuadrantIII
andsinu52_23.

___

r q(5) 2 2 2  q29
2___
_______  _____
sin V vertical
radius
q29
5
5___
_________  _____
___  _____
cos V horizontal
radius
q29
q29
vertical  ___
2 __
2
tan V _________
5
horizontal 5
5
1 __
cot V _____
2 ___
tan V
q
1
_____
_____
 29
sec V
5
cos V
___
29
q
1
____
_____

csc V
2
sin V

Solution:

v

(5, 2)
2

___

√ 29

Sketchanangleterminatingin
QuadrantIII,asshowninthefigure.
Pickaconvenientpointonthe
terminalside.Because
________________

sine5verticalcoordinate



radius
themostconvenientpointis3units
fromtheoriginwithavertical
coordinateof22.Th
 ehorizontal
coordinatecanbefoundbyapplying
thePythagoreantheorem.


u

5

➤

Figure 5-4b

Note: You can use the proportions of the side lengths in the 30°–60°–90° triangle
and the 45°–45°–90° triangle to find exact function values for angles whose
reference angle is a multiple of 30° or 45°. Figure 5-4c shows these proportions.

___





√



__________





Choosethenegativesquareroot
becausethehorizontalcoordinateis
negativeforapointinQuadrantIII.









       
     

    
    

Figure 5-4c

v

EXAMPLE 3 ➤ Find exact values (no decimals) of the six trigonometric functions of 300°.
SOLUTION

300°

__

q3  ____
q3
sin V _____

v
u

1
60°
2

__

 3

(u, v)
Figure 5-4d

5
���

Sketch an angle terminating in Quadrant IV and a reference triangle with u  1
(Figure 5-4d).
__

1
cos V __
2

2

2

__

__

232 2(22)2
525

Use the negative square root because v is negative.

__

adaptedtousedegrees.Youmaywish
tosavethisactivityforSection6-5.
Allow30–40minutes.

Activity:AdaptableOptions.See
Section6-5forradian-basedactivities
thatcouldbeadaptedforusehere.



u

3



q3   3
Simplify.
tan V  ____
q
1
1__
1  ____
Use the reciprocal relationship.
cot V  _____
tan V
q3
22
1  __
sec V _____
1
cos V
2__
1 ____
csc V  ____
➤
sin V
q3
__
To avoid errors in placing the 1, 2, and, q3 on the reference triangle, remember
that the__hypotenuse is the longest side of a right triangle and that 2 is greater
than q3 .
Section 5-4: Values of the Six Trigonometric Functions
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CAS Activity 5-4a: Pythagorean
Relationships intheInstructor’s
Resource Bookintroducesstudentsto
Pythagoreanrelationshipsbetween
trigonometricfunctions.Students
firstfindthelengthofthesidesof
arighttriangle,andthenusethese
sidestoderivedifferentPythagorean
relationships.Allow20–25minutes.


Oncethefigureissketched,the
problembecomesan“old”problem,as
inExample2.
22 
 Given.
sinu 5___
22 5___
3 __ 3
__
52____
5
 
cosu5_____
2 5
3
3
tanu5_____
 22__
 2__
5____
 
25 
 5
 otethattanuispositiveifu
N
terminatesinQuadrantIII.
__

5
1 
 
5____
cotu5_____
tanu

2

sinu

2

secu5_____
 1 
52____
 3__
 
cosu
5
3
cscu5____
 1 
52__

Section 5-4: Values of the Six Trigonometric Functions
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Additional Class Examples (continued)

Example 4 shows how to find the function values for an angle that terminates on a
quadrant boundary.

2. Findexactvalues(nodecimals)ofthe
sixtrigonometricfunctionsof45.

EXAMPLE 4 ➤ Without using a calculator, evaluate the six trigonometric functions for an angle
of 180°.

Solution:

SOLUTION

Th
 efigureshowsa45anglein
standardposition.Anyperpendicular
fromtheterminalsidetothe
horizontalaxisformsa45-45-90
righttriangle.Th
 us,itslegshaveequal
length.Aconvenientpointtopickis
(u, v)5(1,1).FromthePythagorean
theorem,thehypotenuselengthis
_______

v
180°

v0

u

u  3
r3

__

r512 112 
52

Figure 5-4e

v
(1, 1)
2
��

1



Reading Analysis
From what you have read in this section, what do
you consider to be the main idea? In what way does
the reference triangle help you explain why certain
trigonometric functions have negative values in
certain quadrants of a uv-coordinate system? How
do geometric properties of right triangles allow you
to find the exact values of trigonometric functions of
certain angles?
5m

Supplementaryproblemsforthissection
areavailableatwww.keypress.com/
keyonline.
Q1. d
f

Q5. __
d 
f
Q7. y54cosu

266

Q2. e
Q4. _e
f
Q6. y5sinu

in

Q1.
Q2.
Q3.
Q4.
Q5.
Q6.

Undefined because of division by zero.

➤

Which side is the leg opposite angle V?
Which side is the leg adjacent to angle V?
Which side is the hypotenuse?
cos V  ?
sin V  ?
Write an equation for the sinusoid in
Figure 5-4g.
y

Quick Review

1

Problems Q1–Q5 concern the right triangle in
Figure 5-4f.
e

d
f


720°

Figure 5-4g


Figure 5-4f

PRO B LE M N OTE S

Q8.

Use the “vertical, radius” rather than
“opposite, hypotenuse.”

Problem Set 5-4

u

Th
 evaluesofthesixfunctionscan
nowbewrittenbyinspection,as
before.
1__
sinu5____
 
 2

cosu5____
 1__
 
 2

1 51
tanu5__
1
_____
cotu 5 1 
51
tanu
__
1 
secu5_____
52
cosu
__
52
cscu5____
 1 
sinu

Q3.

0  0
_______  __
sin 180° vertical
3
radius
3  1
_________  ___
cos 180°  horizontal
3
radius
0 0
vertical  ___
tan 180°  _________
horizontal 3
1 No value.
1
 __
cot 180°  ________
0
tan 180°
1  1
1
 ___
sec 180°  _______
cos 180° 1
1 No value.
1
 __
csc 180°  _______
sin 180° 0

1

45°



Figure 5-4e shows an angle of 180° in standard position. The terminal side falls on
the negative side of the horizontal axis. Pick any point on the terminal side, such
as (3, 0). Note that although the u-coordinate of the point is negative, the
distance r from the origin to the point is positive because it is the radius of a circle.
The vertical coordinate, v, is 0.

Q9. 
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Problems
y

x

Q10. E

y-dilationby4
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1–6 aresimilartoExample1.

  Problems 1–6aretrivialwhenusinga
TI-Nspiregrapher.
1.

1.2799



2. 21.1918

3.

21.8871



4. 1.6616

5.

257.2987



6. Undefined

Problems 7–10aresimilartoExample2.
3;
4;tanu52__
7. sinu5 2__
3;cosu5__
5
5
4
4;secu5__
cotu52__
5;cscu5 2__
5
4
3
3

Q7. Write an equation for the sinusoid in
Figure 5-4h.
y

1


720°

For Problems 11–14, if angle V terminates in the
given quadrant and has the given function value,
find the exact values (no decimals) of the six
trigonometric functions of V.
4
11. Quadrant II, sin V  __
5

1
12. Quadrant III, cos V  __
3

13. Quadrant IV, sec V  4
Figure 5-4h

Q8. How was the parent cosine function
transformed to get the sinusoid in Figure 5-4h?
Q9. Sketch the graph of y  x 2.
Q10. A one-to-one function is

13
14. Quadrant I, csc V  ___
12
For Problems 15–20, find the exact values of the six
trigonometric functions of the given angle.
15. 60°
16. 135°
17. 315°

18. 330°

B. Always decreasing

19. 180°

20. 270°

C. Always positive

For Problems 21–32, find the exact value (no
decimals) of the given function. Try to do this
quickly, from memory or by visualizing the
figure in your head.
21. sin 180°
22. sin 225°

A. Always increasing

D. Always negative
E. Always invertible
For Problems 1–6, find a decimal approximation of
the given function value. Round the answer to four
decimal places.
1. cot 38°

2. cot 140°

3. sec 238°

4. sec(53°)

5. csc(179°)

6. csc 180° (Surprising?)

For Problems 7–10, find the exact values (no
decimals) of the six trigonometric functions of an
angle V in standard position whose terminal side
contains the given point.
7. (4, 3)
9. (5, 7)

8. (12, 5)
10. (2, 3)

23. cos 240°
25. tan 315°

26. tan 270°
28. cot 300°

29. sec 150°

30. sec 0°

31. csc 45°

32. csc 330°

c. tan V  0

d. cot V  0
f. csc V  0

34. Find all values of V from 0° through 360°
for which
a. sin V  1
b. cos V  1
c. tan V  1

d. cot V  1

e. sec V  1

f. csc V  1
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5;
5;cosu52___
Problems 11–14askstudentstousethe
12;tanu52___
sinu5___
13
13
12
valueofonetrigonometricfunctionand
13;cscu5___
cotu52___
12;secu52___
13
5
5
12
theterminatingquadrantoftheangle
7
5
_____
_____
todeterminethevaluesoftheother
9. sinu52 ___
;cosu52 ___
;
 
 
 74
 74



trigonometricfunctions.Th
 eseproblemsare
___

74



5
7
__
__
_____
similartoAdditionalClassExample1.
tanu5 ;cotu5 ;secu52  
;
5 ___ 7
5
4;
4;cosu52__

74
3;tanu52__
11. sinu5__
 
cscu52_____
5
5
3
7
3;secu5 2__
5;cscu5__
5
__
cotu5
2



3
3
2
_____
_____
__
4
4
3
10. sinu5 ___
 ;cosu5 ___
 ;tanu5 ;
2
 13 ___
 13 ___


 13
 13
;cscu5_____

2;secu5_____
cotu5__

 

 
3
2
3

8.

27.

undefined

29.

2____
 2__
 
3
__
2

1__
28. 2____
 
 3

30. 1
32. 22

Problems 33 and 34askstudentstofind
alltheanglesforwhichthefunction
valuesare0or1.

33. Find all values of V from 0° through 360°
for which
a. sin V  0
b. cos V  0
e. sec V  0

  Problems 15–32aretrivialwhen
usingaTI-Nspiregrapher.
1__
21. 0
22. 2____
 
 2

1
24. 2__
23. 2__
1
2
2
25. 21
26. undefined

31.

24. cos 120°

27. cot 0°

Problems 15–32aresimilarto
Example3.Th
 eyrequirestudentstouse
relationshipsin30-60-90and
45-45-90trianglestofindthefunction
valuesforangleswhosereferenceangles
aremultiplesof30or45.

  Problems 33 and 34canbe
evaluatedusingtheSolvecommandwith
constraintsontheangleasshowninthe
figurebelow.Giventheperiodicityof
thetrigonometricfunctions,usingthe
Solvecommandwithouttheconstraints
leadstounexpectedanswers.Notice
thebold,italicizedn10intheanswer.
Abold,italicizedn#(where#isa
positiveinteger,andindicatesonlythe
positionofthisrandomnumberinthe
grapher’smemory)istheCASnotation
forarandominteger.Th
 efirstlineofthe
figureshowsthesetofallanswersto
sinu50is180kwherekisanyinteger.
Th
 especialcasesofthissolutionsetfor
0u360areshowninline2.


Seepages1000–1001foranswersto
Problems12–20,33,and34.

Section 5-4: Values of the Six Trigonometric Functions
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Problem Notes (continued)

For Problems 35–42, find the exact value (no
decimals) of the given expression. Note that the
expression sin 2 V means (sin V) 2. You may check
your answers by calculator.
35. sin 30°  cos 60°
36. tan 120°  cot(30°)

Problems 35–42introducestudentsto
thenotationsin2u.Initially,writesin2u
as(sinu)2tohelpthemunderstandthis
notation.
  Problems 35–42aretrivialona
TI-Nspiregrapher.
36. 223

2

38. 3

39. 1

40. 1

41.

42. 1

37.

21

38. cot 2 30°

39. sin 240° csc 240°

40. cos 120° sec 120°

41. tan 2 60°  sec 2 60°

42. cos 2 210°  sin 2 210°

43. Recall that complementary angles sum to 90°.
a. If V  23°, what is the complement of V?

__

35. 1

37. sec 2 45°

b. Find cos 23° and find sin (complement of 23°).
What relationship do you notice?

44. Pattern in Sine Values Problem: Find the exact
values of sin 0°, sin 30°, sin 45°, sin 60°, and
sin 90°. Make all the denominators equal to 2
and all the numerators radicals. Describe the
pattern you see.
y

v

sin165cos_____;Answer: 74
tan435cot_____;Answer: 47

P (rotate)
V

sec365_____54;Answer: csc

u

Q

0°

90°

V
180°

270°

360°

450°

67
Figure 5-4i

“Complement”

Problem 44 asksstudentstolookfor
patternsintheexactvaluesofsin0,
sin30,sin45,sin60,andsin90.Some
studentsfindthispatterninterestingand
rememberitforuseinfutureproblems.
__
__
 0
 1
 ;sin305____

 ;
44. sin05____

__ 2
__ 2
 3
 2
sin455____

 ;sin605____

 ;
2__
2
 4
sin905____

 ;
2
Patterndescriptionswillvary.
Problem 45isagoodexercisetobuild
understandingofthesinefunction.As
thepointProtatesaroundthecircle,
studentscanseehowthesinefunction
relatestotheunitcircle.
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45. Intheuv-coordinateplane,uisthe
anglefromtheorigintothepoint(u, v)
instandardposition.Intheuy-coordinate
plane,urepresentsthesameangle,butis
nowusedastheindependentvariable.
46.

Journalentrieswillvary.

Seepage1001foranswersto
CASProblems1and2.
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46. Journal Problem: Update your journal, writing
about concepts you have learned since the last
entry and concepts about which you are still
unsure.

Trace

43b. cos2350.93205...,
sin6750.9205...;Th
 eyareequal.
43c.

Sine Wave Tracer Project: Figure 5-4i
shows the unit circle in a uv-coordinate
system and a sinusoid whose y-values equal
the v-values of the point P where the rotating
ray cuts the unit circle. Create this sketch
using dynamic geometry software such as The
Geometer’s Sketchpad so that when you move
point P around the circle, point Q traces the
sinusoid. You can also find the Sine Wave Tracer
exploration at www.keymath.com/precalc that
provides this sketch.
Explore this sketch. Write a paragraph telling
what you learned. In particular, explain the
relationship between V plotted as an angle
in a uv-coordinate system and V plotted
horizontally in a Vy-coordinate system.

c. Based on what you’ve discovered, what do you
think the prefix co- stands for in the names
cosine, cotangent, and cosecant?

Problem 43helpsstudentsmakesense
oftheprefi xco-inthecofunction
trigonometricfunctions.Intheclass
discussionofthisproblem,askstudents
tocompleteequationssuchasthese:

43a.

45.

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

Additional CAS Problems
1. UseyourCASinExactorAutomodeto
createatableofvaluesforsinu andcosu
ifu 5{0°,10°,20°,30°,40°,50°,60°,70°,
80°,90°}.
2. Writeanequationthatdescribesthe
relationshipbetweenthevaluesinthe
tableinProblem1.Useyourknowledge
ofrighttriangletrigonometrytoexplain
whyyourequationmustbecorrect.

5-5 Inverse Trigonometric Functions

Sec tion 5-5

and Triangle Problems

You have learned how to evaluate trigonometric functions for specific angle
measures. Next you’ll learn to use function values to find the angle measures.
You’ll also learn how to find unknown side and angle measures in a right triangle.

Objective

Given two sides of a right triangle or a side and an acute angle, find measures
of the other sides and angles.

In order to find the measure of an angle when its function value is given, you could
press the appropriate inverse function keys on your calculator.
The symbol cos 1 is the familiar inverse function terminology of Chapter 1, read
as “inverse cosine.” Note that it does not mean the 1 power of cos, which is the
reciprocal of cosine:
1
(cos x) 1  _____
cos x
Trigonometric functions are periodic, so they are not one-to-one functions. There
are many angles whose cosine is 0.8 (Figure 5-5a). However, for each trigonometric
function there is a principal branch of the function that is one-to-one and
includes angles between 0° and 90°. The calculator is programmed to give the one
angle on the principal branch. The symbol cos 1 0.8 means the one angle on the
principal branch whose cosine is 0.8. The inverse of the cosine function on the
principal branch is a function denoted cos 1 x.
y

Class Time
1day

Homework Assignment

RA, Q1–Q10,Problems1–5,7,(8),9–11,
13,14,(21),24

Inverses of Trigonometric Functions

y  0.8

PL AN N I N G

Many angles whose cosine is 0.8

Suggestion:Assigntheseproblemson
thedaythesectioniscoveredinclass.
Th
 enproceedtoChapter6andassign
oneadditionalproblemfromSection5-5
eachdayforaweekormore.

Teaching Resources

Exploration5-5a:MeasurementofRight
Triangles
Exploration5-5b:AccurateRight
TrianglePractice
Exploration5-5c:EmpireStateBuilding
Problem
Test13,Section5-5,FormsAandB
SupplementaryProblems

TE ACH I N G

V

Important Terms and Concepts
Principal branch is a one-to-one function.
Figure 5-5a

In Section 7-6, you will learn more about the principal branches of all
six trigonometric functions. For the triangle problems of this section, all the
angles will be acute, so the value the calculator gives you is the value of the angle
you want.

Section Notes

Section 5-5: Inverse Trigonometric Functions and Triangle Problems

Section5-5openswiththedefinitionofthe
inverse cosine functionas“ananglewhose
cosineisx.”Studentsquicklypickupthe
ideaofaninversefunction“undoing”the
originalfunction.Itisextremelyimportant
toemphasizethatthenotationcos21xis
notthesameas(cosx)21,thereciprocalof
cosx.Th
 isisparticularlyconfusingbecause
intheprevioussectiontheexponent2in
sin2uwas“moved”togettheequivalent

Inversetrigonometricfunctions
Principalbranch
Mathematical-worldanswer
Real-worldanswer
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expression(sinu)2.Explaintostudentsthat
the21incos21xisnotanexponent;rather,
itisashorthandnotationusedtoindicate
aninversefunction.Remindthemthatthey
sawthisnotationinChapter1,whenf 21(x)
wasusedtorepresenttheinverseoff(x).
Somecalculatorsavoidthisdiffi
cultyby
usingthesymbolacosx,where“a”canbe
thoughtofasstandingfor“angle.”Youcan
callcos–1x“ananglewhosecosineisx.”
Section 5-5: Inverse Trigonometric Functions and Triangle Problems
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Section Notes (continued)

The definitions of the inverse trigonometric functions are given in the box.

Atthispoint,thetextavoidsthe
incorrectcalculatoranswerfor
cot21(negative argument)bynot
askingquestionsofthistype.Th
 is
topiciscoveredinSection7-6,where
propertiesofinversecircularfunctions
arediscussed.Forcalculatorsthatdo
nothaveacot key,thetankeyisusedto
calculatecot21x.Th
 isiswhyfornegative
arguments,cot21xwillincorrectlygive
ananswerinQuadrantIVinsteadofin
QuadrantII.Th
 erangeoftan21xis
[290,90],whereastherangeofcot21x
is[0,180].

DEFINITIONS: Inverse Trigonometric Functions
If x is the value of a trigonometric function at angle V, then the inverse
trigonometric functions can be defined on limited domains.
V  sin 1 x means sin V  x and 90° V 90°.
V  cos 1 x means cos V  x and 0° V 180°.
V  tan 1 x means tan V  x and 90°

Example1involvesanangle of elevation.
Severalhomeworkproblemsinvolve
angles of depression.Youmayneedto
refreshyourstudents’memoriesabout
whatthesetermsmean.Anangleof
elevationliesabovethehorizontal,
whereasanangleofdepressionliesbelow
thehorizontal.Th
 isillustrationshows
thatanangleofelevationcorrespondsto
acongruentangleofdepression.

270

90°.

Notes:
t Words: “Angle V is the angle on the principal branch whose sine (and so on)
is x.”
t Pronunciation: “Inverse sine of x” and so on, never “sine to the negative 1.”
t The symbols sin 1 x, cos 1 x, and tan 1 x are used only for the value the
calculator gives you, not for other angles that have the same function value.
The symbols cot 1 x, sec 1 x, and csc 1 x are similarly defined.

  StudentswhouseTI-Nspire
grapherscanevaluateallsixinverse
trigonometricfunctionsdirectly.
Th
 eprimaryfocusofthesectionisto
solveforanglesand/orsidesofright
trianglesinreal-worldcontexts.Note
thedifferenceinthetextbetween
mathematical-world answers,whichare
unrounded,andreal-world answers,
whicharerounded.Notethatthe
solutionstotheexamplesendwitha
summarystatement(e.g.,“Th
 etoweris
about62.8mhigh.”).Writingasummary
statementafterthemathematical
equationsprovidesstudentsan
opportunitytodemonstratethatthey
understandwhattheirmathematical
workrepresents.Studentsareasked
towritesimilarstatementsontheAP
Calculusexam.

V

t The symbol sin 1 x does not mean the reciprocal of sin x.

Right Triangle Problems
Trigonometric functions and inverse trigonometric functions often come up in
applications, such as right triangle problems

EXAMPLE 1 ➤ Suppose you have the job of measuring the height of the local water tower.

Climbing makes you dizzy, so you decide to do the whole job at ground level.
You find that from a point 47.3 m from the base of the tower you must aim a
laser pointer at an angle of 53° (angle of elevation) to hit the top of the tower
(Figure 5-5b). How high is the tower?
Water
tower

How high?
Angle of elevation
53o
47.3 m
Figure 5-5b
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Pythagoreantheorem.Encouragestudents
Angle of depression

Angle of elevation



InExample2,thephrase“atitsclosest
pointofapproach”ensuresthataright
triangleisformed.Studentsshouldrecall
fromgeometrythattheclosestdistance
fromapointtoalineistheperpendicular
distance.Partbcanalsobesolvedusingthe

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

touseatrigonometricmethodtosolvethe
problemandthentochecktheiranswers
withthePythagoreantheorem.

Exploration Notes
Exploration 5-5a introducestheinverse
tangentfunctionkeyonthecalculator.
Studentsneedacentimeterrulerand
protractorforthisactivity.Allow15–20
minutestocompletetheexploration.

SOLUTION

h  tan 53°
____
h
53°
47.3 m
Figure 5-5c

EXAMPLE 2 ➤

Additional Class Example

Sketch an appropriate right triangle, as in Figure 5-5c. Label the known and
unknown information.

Th
 isexampleillustrateshowtofind
inversetrigonometricfunctionvaluesfor
afunctionthatmaynotappearonthe
calculator.

Write a ratio for tangent.

47.3
h  47.3 tan 53°  62.7692...

Solve for h.

The tower is about 62.8 m high.

Write the real-world answer.

Note that the angle must always have the degree sign, even during the
computations. The symbol tan 53 has a different meaning, as you will learn when
➤
you study radians in the next chapter.
A ship is passing through the Strait of Gibraltar along a straight path. At its closest
point of approach, Gibraltar radar determines that the ship is 2400 m away. Later,
the radar determines that the ship is 2650 m away (Figure 5-5d).
a. By what angle V did the ship’s bearing from Gibraltar change?
b. How far did the ship travel between the two observations?

Solution:
u5csc213.2 Choosealettertostand
fortheangle.

cscu53.2

Usethedefinitionof

____
53.2
 1 

Getafunctionthatison

sinu

Gibraltar

1 
sinu5___
3.2

Strait of
Gibraltar

inversecosecant.

thecalculator.Cosecant
isthereciprocalofsine.

 akethereciprocal
T
ofbothsidesofthe
equation.

u 5sin21___
 1 Taketheinversesineof
3.2


2650 m

2400 m

1. Findcsc213.2.

bothsides.

518.2099...18.2
d

CAS Suggestions

Figure 5-5d

SOLUTION

a. Draw the right triangle and label the unknown angle V. By the definition
of cosine,
adjacent
____
cos V  __________  2400
hypotenuse 2650
____  25.0876...°
V  cos 1 2400
2650
The angle measure is about 25.09°.

Take the inverse cosine to find V.

b. Label the unknown side d, for distance. By the definition of sine,
d  sin 25.0876...°
____

Use the unrounded angle measure that
is in your calculator.

2650

d  2650 sin 25.0876...°  1123.6102...
The ship traveled about 1124 m.

➤

Section 5-5: Inverse Trigonometric Functions and Triangle Problems

Exploration 5-5b emphasizesthatcalculate
meanstofindtheanswerwithequations,
usingalgebraandtrigonometricdefinitions.
Th
 isexplorationcanbeusedasa10-minute
quiz.
Exploration 5-5c workswellasasmallgroupexploration,anexampletoworkwith
thewholeclass,ora15-minutequiz.
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Differentiating Instruction

Th
 eSolvecommandisusefulfor
reinforcingexactlywhataninverse
trigonometricfunctionisdoing.
Somestudentsprefertouse Solveas
analternativetotheinversefunctions
becauseitismoreintuitivetothem.
Th
 efirstlineofthefigureshowsthe
solutiontoExample1.Th
 elasttwo
linesshowthesolutiontoExample2a.
Noticethatthemiddlelinedidnothave
anyrestrictionsandgaveallpossible
solutionsfromtheperiodicfunction.
Here,useofaCASforcesstudents
toclearlystateandunderstandthe
implicationsofdomainrestrictions.

• ELLstudentsmayneedclarificationon
theworddepressionasitrelatesto
angles.Bilingualdictionariesmay
provideonlythepsychologicalmeaning.
• Somestudentswillhavelearnedtheterm
arcfunctionratherthaninverse function.

Section 5-5: Inverse Trigonometric Functions and Triangle Problems
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PRO B LE M N OTE S



Supplementaryproblemsforthissection
areavailableatwww.keypress.com/
keyonline.Th
 eseproblemsaresimilarto
thesectionproblems.
x
Q2. __
Q1. __yz 
y
z
x
__
__
Q4. z
Q3. x
y__
y
Q5. x
Q6. __
z
__
__
 3
2
 
Q8. 2____
 
Q7. ____

2
2
Q9. Undefined
Q10. Sinusoid
1. 17.4576...,
becausesin17.4576...50.3
2. 78.4630...,
becausecos78.4630...50.2
3. 81.8698...,
becausetan81.8698...57
4. 21sinu1forallu.
5. cos(sin210.8)50.6;u5sin210.8
representsanangleofarighttriangle
withsides3,4,and5.
sin(cos210.28)50.96;

6.
u5cos210.28representsanangleofa
righttrianglewithsides7,24,and25.
7a.

Th
 eyarenotone-to-one.

7b. Sine:290u90.
Cosine:0u180.
Th
 eyareone-to-one.
7c. sin21(20.9)5264.1580....Onthe
principalbranch,onlynegativeangles
correspondtonegativevaluesofthesine.
  Problem 8 givesyourstudents
anopportunitytouseTh
 eGeometer’s
Sketchpad.

Problem Set 5-5
Reading Analysis
From what you have read in this section, what do
you consider to be the main idea? In what way does
the inverse of a trigonometric function compare
with the inverse of a function that you studied
in Section 1-5? How can you use the inverse of a
trigonometric function to find an unknown angle
measure in a right triangle?
5m

in

1



1. Find sin 1 0.3. Explain what the answer means.
2. Find cos 1 0.2. Explain what the answer means.
3. Find tan 1 7. Explain what the answer means.
4. Explain why sin 1 2 is undefined.
5. Find cos(sin 0.8). Explain, based on the
Pythagorean theorem, why the answer is a
rational number.
1

6. Find sin(cos 1 0.28). Explain, based on the
Pythagorean theorem, why the answer is a
rational number.
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8b. Oppositeleg55.3960...cm;
hypotenuse59.6497...cm

Chapter 5: Periodic Functions and Right Triangle Problems

90°

1

Problems Q1–Q6 refer to the right triangle in
Figure 5-5e.
Q1. sin V  ?
x
z
Q2. cos V  ?

Q3. tan V  ?
y
Figure 5-5e
Q4. cot V  ?
Q5. sec V  ?
Q6. csc V  ?
Q7. sin 60°  ? (No decimals!)
Q8. cos 135°  ? (No decimals!)
Q9. tan 90°  ? (No decimals!)
Q10. The graph of the periodic function y  cos V is
called a ?
For Problems 1–6, evaluate the inverse trigonometric
function for the given value. (Note the domain
restrictions for inverse trigonometric functions,
given on page 270.)

y

90°

Quick Review

8a. Oppositeleg5.4cm;
hypotenuse9.6cm
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7. Principal Branches of Sine and Cosine Problem:
Figure 5-5f shows the principal branch of the
function y  sin V as a solid line on the sine
graph. Figure 5-5g shows the principal branch
of the function y  cos V as a solid line on the
cosine graph.

Figure 5-5f
1

y

0°

180°

1
Figure 5-5g

a. Why is neither the entire sine function nor the
entire cosine function invertible?
b. What are the domains of the principal
branches of the cosine and sine functions?
What property do these principal branches
have that makes them invertible functions?
c. Find V  sin 1(0.9). Explain why the answer
is a negative number.
8.

Construction Problem: Draw a right
triangle to scale, with one leg 8 cm long and the
adjacent acute angle 34°. Draw on paper with
ruler and protractor or on the computer with a
program such as The Geometer’s Sketchpad.
a. Measure the lengths of the opposite leg and
the hypotenuse to the nearest 0.1 cm.
b. Calculate the lengths of the opposite leg
and the hypotenuse using appropriate
trigonometric functions. Show that your
measured values and the calculated values
agree within 0.1 cm.

11. The Grapevine Problem: Interstate 5 in California
enters the San Joaquin Valley through a
mountain pass called the Grapevine. The road
descends from an elevation of 3500 ft above sea
level to 1500 ft above sea level in a slant distance
of 6.5 mi.
a. Approximately what angle does the roadway
make with the horizontal?
b. What assumption must you make about how
the road slopes?

The Berlin Wall, long a symbol of the Cold
War, was demolished in 1989. This man
is chiseling away a souvenir piece of the wall.

9. Ladder Problem: Suppose you have a ladder
2.7 m long like the one in the picture above.
a. If the ladder makes an angle of 63° with
the level ground when you lean it against a
vertical wall, how high up the wall is the top
of the ladder?
b. Your cat is trapped on a tree branch 2.6 m
above the ground. If you lean the top of the
ladder against the branch, what angle does
the bottom of the ladder make with the level
ground?
10. Flagpole Problem: You must order a new rope
for the flagpole. To find out what length of rope
is needed, you observe that the pole casts a
shadow 11.6 m long on the ground. The angle
of elevation of the Sun is 36° at this time of day
(Figure 5-5h). How tall is the flagpole?

12. Grand Canyon Problem: From a point on the
North Rim of the Grand Canyon, a surveyor
measures an angle of depression of 1.3° to a point
on the South Rim (Figure 5-5i). From an aerial
photograph she determines that the horizontal
distance between the two points is 10 mi. How
many feet is the South Rim below the North Rim?
North
Rim

10 mi
1.3°

Angle of
depression

South
Rim

  Problems 9–24 canbesolvedon
aCASusingaSolvecommandwith
occasionalrestrictionsonu.
9a.

2.4m

9b.

74.4

Problems 10–14involveanglesof
elevationanddepression.
10. 8.4m
11a.

3.6

11b. Assumethattheslopeoftheroad
isconstant.
12.

1198ft

13.

25.4

Figure 5-5i

13. Tallest Skyscraper Problem: In 2005, Taipei 101
in Taiwan was the world’s tallest skyscraper,
reaching 509 m above the ground. Suppose that
at a particular time the building casts a shadow
on the ground 1070 m long. What is the Sun’s
angle of elevation at this time?

Sun
Angle of
elevation

36°

Flagpole

11.6 m
Figure 5-5h

Section 5-5: Inverse Trigonometric Functions and Triangle Problems
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Problem Notes (continued)
14a.

14. Airplane Landing Problem: Commercial airliners
fly at an altitude of about 10 km. Pilots start
descending toward the airport when they are far
away so that the airplane will not have to dive at
a steep angle.

191 km

14b. 1.9
14c.

Altitude

a. If the pilot wants the plane’s path to make an
angle of 3° with the ground, at what horizontal
distance from the airport must she start
descending?
Distance

15a. 34.5
15b. 10.1 cm
16a. 35.3
16b. 72 paces
17a.

33.5 m

17b. 17.5 m
18a. 108 m deep; 
280 m from starting point
18b. 2790 m

b. If she starts descending when the plane is
at a horizontal distance of 300 km from the
airport, what angle will the plane’s path make
with the horizontal?
c. Sketch the actual path of the plane just before
and just after it touches the ground.
15. Radiotherapy Problem: A doctor plans to use
a beam of gamma rays to treat a tumor that
is 5.7 cm beneath the patient’s skin. To avoid
damaging an organ, the radiologist moves the
source over 8.3 cm (Figure 5-5j).
a. At what angle to the patient’s skin must the
radiologist aim the source to hit the tumor?
b. How far will the beam travel through the
patient’s body before reaching the tumor?
8.3 cm

Source

Skin

a. At what angle do Pine and Market Streets
intersect?
b. How many paces must you take on Front
Street to complete the trip?
17. Surveying Problem: When surveyors measure
land that slopes significantly, the slant distance
they measure is longer than the horizontal
distance they must draw on the map. Suppose
that the distance from the top edge of the Cibolo
Creek bed to the edge of the water is 37.8 m
(Figure 5-5l). The land slopes downward at an
angle of 27.6° to the horizontal.
a. What is the horizontal distance from the top
of the creek bed to the edge of the creek?
b. How far below the level of the surrounding
land is the surface of the water in the creek?
Surrounding
land
How far?
27.6°
37.8 m

Cibolo
Creek

Figure 5-5l

18. Submarine Problem: As a submarine at the
surface of the ocean makes a dive, its path makes
an angle of 21° with the surface.

5.7 cm
Organ

Gamma-ray beam
Tumor
Figure 5-5j

16. Triangular Block Problem: A block bordering
Market Street is a right triangle (Figure 5-5k).
You take 125 paces on Market Street and
102 paces on Pine Street as you walk around
the block.
Pine St.
Front St.
Market St.
Figure 5-5k
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a. If the submarine travels for 300 m along its
downward path, how deep will it be? What is
its horizontal distance from its starting point?
b. How many meters must it go along its
downward path to reach a depth of 1000 m?

19. Highland Drive Problem: One of the steeper
streets in the United States is the 500 block of
Highland Drive on Queen Anne Hill in Seattle.
To measure the slope of the street, Tyline held
a builder’s level so that one end touched the
pavement. The pavement was 14.4 cm below the
level at the other end. The level itself was 71 cm
long (Figure 5-5m).
Level

71.0 cm


14.4 cm

Pavement
Figure 5-5m

a. What angle does the pavement make with the
level?
b. A map of Seattle shows that the horizontal
length of this block of Highland Drive is
365 ft. How much longer than 365 ft is the
slant distance up this hill?
c. How high does the street rise in this block?

b. When Jupiter is closest to Earth
(390,000,000 mi), the angle is 0°046.9. Find
the approximate diameter of Jupiter.
c. Check an encyclopedia, an almanac, or the
Internet to see how close your answers are to
the accepted diameters.
21. Window Problem: Suppose you want the
windows of your house built so that the eaves
completely shade them from the sunlight in
the summer and the sunlight completely fills
the windows in the winter. The eaves have an
overhang of 3 ft (Figure 5-5o).
a. How far below the eaves should the top of a
window be placed for the window to receive
full sunlight in midwinter, when the Sun’s
noontime angle of elevation is 25°?
b. How far below the eaves should the bottom of
a window be placed for the window to receive
no sunlight in midsummer, when the Sun’s
angle of elevation is 70°?
c. How tall will the windows be if they meet
both requirements?





20.

Planet Diameter Problem: You can
find the approximate diameter of a planet by
measuring the angle between the lines of sight to
the two sides of the planet (Figure 5-5n).

19a.

11.5

19b.

7 ft

19c.

74 ft

20a.

7575 mi

20b. 88,680 mi
20c. Venus  7521 mi; 
Jupiter  88,846 mi
Problem 21 focuses on how an eave and
the placement of a window can be used to
shield the sun in the summer and allow
light in the winter. This is a particularly
nice problem that requires students to
use geometry.
21a.

1 ft 5 in.

21b. 8 ft 3 in.
21c. 6 ft 10 in.

°
°
 
 
 



 


Distance

Earth

Angle

Other
planet

Figure 5-5n

a. When Venus is closest to Earth
(25,000,000 mi), the angle is 0°12.5
(0 degrees, 1 minute, 2.5 seconds). Find the
approximate diameter of Venus.


Figure 5-5o
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Problem Notes (continued)
22a.

30.6

22. Grand Piano Problem: A 28-in. prop holds open
the lid on a grand piano. The base of the prop is
55 in. from the lid’s hinge.

22b. 47in.fromthehinge

Where?

Answerswillvary.

Hinge

n.

55 in.

a. What angle does the lid make with the piano
top when the prop is placed perpendicular to
the lid?

24b. 186m
24c. 58.3

b. Where on the lid should the prop be placed to
make the right angle in part a?

24d. sec5150
 1.6182...;
__
 51

_______
 
 1.6180...
2
24e. Answerswillvary.

c. The piano also has a shorter (13-in.) prop.
Where on the lid should this prop be placed to
make a right angle with the lid?
23.

Handicap Ramp Project: In this project
you will measure the angle a typical handicap
access ramp makes with the horizontal.

2. UsetheresultsofProblem1tofind
theanswertoExample2awithout
usinganinversetrigonometric
function.
3. StanleyKuppswasflyinghiskite
whenitgotstuckinthegutterofa
building.Hedidn’tknowhowtall
thebuildingwas,butdidnoticethat
theyardsurroundingitwasentirely
flat.Hestoodagainstthesideofthe
buildingwiththekitestringpulled
tightandheldagainsttheground.He
walkedoutfromthehouseuntil4feet
ofstringhadreeledoutandestimated
thattheanglethestringmadewith
thebuildingwasnowabout25.
Abouthowhighabovethegroundare
thebuilding’sgutters?

Pyramid Problem: The Great Pyramid of
Cheops in Egypt has a square base measuring
230 m on each side. The faces of the pyramid
make an angle of 51°50 with the horizontal
(Figure 5-5p).
b. What is the shortest distance you would have
to climb to get to the top?
c. Suppose you decide to make a model of the
pyramid by cutting four isosceles triangles out
of cardboard and gluing them together. How
large should you make the base angles of these
isosceles triangles?
d. Show that the ratio of the distance you
calculated in part b to one-half the length of
the base of the pyramid
is very close to the
__
q5  1
golden ratio, ______
2 .
e. Check on the Internet or use another
reference source to find other startling
relationships among the dimensions of this
pyramid. Also visit Public Broadcasting
System’s website and look for Nova: Secrets
of Lost Empires for photographs and
information about the pyramids.

51°50ʹ
230 m

a. Based on handicap access ramps you have
seen, make a conjecture about the angle
these ramps make with the horizontal. Each
member of your group should make his or her
own conjecture.
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24.

a. How tall is the pyramid?

24a. 146m

1. Determineanothertrigonometric
functionthatcouldhavebeenusedin
Example2aandfindthesameresults
usingthenewfunction.

90°

8i

Problem 24 providesanopportunityfor
studentstoworkinthreedimensions.
Youmaywishtohavestudentsactually
buildthemodeldescribedinthe
problem.

Additional CAS Problems

L id

c. Check on the Internet or use another
reference source to find the maximum angle a
handicap access ramp is allowed to make with
the horizontal.

,2
op
Pr

22c. 53in.fromthehinge
23.

b. Find a convenient handicap access ramp. With
a level and ruler, measure the run and the rise
of the ramp. Use these numbers to calculate
the angle the ramp makes with the horizontal.
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Figure 5-5p

5- 6 Chapter Review and Test
This chapter introduced you to periodic functions. You saw how these functions
occur in the real world. For instance, your distance from the ground as you ride
a Ferris wheel changes periodically. The sine and cosine functions are periodic.
By dilating and translating these functions, you can get sinusoids of different
proportions, with their critical points located at different places. You also learned
about the other four trigonometric functions and their relationship to the sine
and cosine functions. Finally, you learned how to use these six functions and their
inverses to find unknown side lengths and angle measures in right triangles.

t How angles can have measures that are
negative or greater than 180°, and what
reference angles are
t The definitions of sine, cosine, tangent,
cotangent, secant, and cosecant
t Why sine and cosine graphs are periodic
t Inverse trigonometric functions used to find
angle measures
t Applications to right triangle problems

parent sine function graph on your grapher.
Does the result agree with Figure 5-6b?

c. What is the name for the periodic graphs in
Figure 5-6b?

Cycleofasinusoidalfunction
Slope

Reel

0.7

Handle

R1a. Th
 egraphsmatch.
R1b. y-dilationby0.7,y-translationby12;
y5210.7sinu;Th
 eresultagreeswiththe
graph.
R1c. Sinusoid

Important Terms and Concepts

Section5-6containsasetofreview
problems,asetofconceptproblems,
andachaptertest.Th
 ereviewproblems
includeoneproblemforeachsection
inthechapter.Youmaywishtousethe
chaptertesteitherasanadditionalset
ofreviewproblemsorashomeworkfor
thetest.

y

y
3
2.7
2
1.3
1

180°

TE ACH I N G

Section Notes

Figure 5-6a

Journalentrieswillvary.

Homework Assignment

Teaching Resources

Ground

R0.

2days(including1dayfortesting)

Test14,Chapter5,FormsAandB
SupplementaryProblems

2 ft

a. The dashed graph in Figure 5-6b is the
pre-image function y  sin V. Plot this

Class Time

b. The solid graph in Figure 5-6b is a dilation
and translation of the pre-image function
y  sin V. Write the full names of these
transformations, and write an equation for
the function. When you plot the transformed
graph on your grapher, does the result agree
with Figure 5-6b?

Hose

R1. Hose Reel Problem: You unwind a hose by
turning the crank on a hose reel (Figure 5-6a).
As you crank, the distance your hand is
above the ground is a periodic function of
the angle through which the reel has rotated
(Figure 5-6b, solid graph). The distance, y, is
measured in feet, and the angle, V, is measured
in degrees.

PL AN N I N G

Day 1:ProblemsR0–R5,T1–T22
Day 2(afterChapter5Test):ProblemsC1
andC3or ProblemSet6-1

Review Problems
R0. Update your journal with what you have learned
since the last entry. Include things such as

Sec tion 5- 6

360°

1
Figure 5-6b
Section 5-6: Chapter Review and Test
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Encouragestudentstopracticethenocalculatorproblemswithoutacalculator
sothattheyarepreparedforthetest
problemsforwhichtheycannotusea
calculator.

PRO B LE M N OTE S
Supplementaryproblemsforthissection
areavailableatwww.keypress.com/
keyonline.
  StudentscanapproachProblem R1b
bygraphingandtransformingasine
orcosineparentgraphasdescribedin
Section5-3.
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Differentiating Instruction
• Go over the review problems in class,
perhaps by having students present
their solutions. You might assign
students to write up their solutions
before class starts.
• Because many cultures’ norms highly
value helping peers, ELL students often
help each other on tests. You can limit
this tendency by making multiple
versions of the test.
• Consider giving a group test the day
before the individual test, so that
students can learn from each other
as they review, and they can identify
what they don’t know prior to the
individual test. Give a copy of the test
to each group member, have them
work together, then randomly choose
one paper from the group to grade.
Grade the test on the spot, so students
know what they need to review further.
Make this test worth _13 the value of the
individual test, or less.
• ELL students may need more time to
take the test.
• ELL students will benefit from having
access to their bilingual dictionaries
while taking the test.
• In Problem R5b, students may find it
hard to understand slant and angle of
depression on a horizontal surface. You
may need to draw the figure giving a
visual representation of the words in
the problem.
• Problems such as Problems T5 and T6
depend on a complete understanding
of English. If you use similar problems,
you may need to help students
understand the progression one hair,
two hairs, three hairs, . . ., many hairs;
hair; and the concept of the tip of the
second hand.
• For Problems T18–T20, you may need
to define sonar.
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R5. a. Find a decimal approximation of
V  cos 1 0.6. What does the answer mean?

R2. For each angle measure, sketch an angle in
standard position. Mark the reference angle and
find its measure.

b. Sunken Ship Problem: Imagine that you are
on a salvage ship in the Gulf of Mexico. Your
sonar system has located a sunken ship at a
slant distance of 683 m from your ship, with
an angle of depression of 28°.

a. 110°
b. 79°
c. 2776°
R3. a. Find sin V and cos V given that the terminal
side of angle V contains the point (5, 7).

i. How deep is the water at the location of
the sunken ship?

b. Find decimal approximations of sin 160° and
cos 160°. Draw an angle of 160° in standard
position and mark the reference angle. Based
on displacements in the reference triangle,
explain why sin 160° is positive but cos 160°
is negative.

ii. How far must your ship go to be directly
above the sunken ship?
iii. Your ship moves horizontally toward the
sunken ship. After 520 m, what is the
angle of depression?
iv. How could the crew of a fishing vessel
use the techniques you used to solve
this problem while searching for schools
of fish?

c. Sketch the graphs of the parent sinusoids
y  cos V and y  sin V.
d. In which two quadrants on a uv-coordinate
system is sin V negative?
e. For the function y  4  cos 2V, what are
the transformations of the parent function
graph y  cos V? Sketch the graph of the
transformed function.
R4. a. Find a decimal approximation of csc 256°.
b. Find exact values (no decimals) of the six
trigonometric functions of 150°.
c. Find the exact value of sec V if Vref  45° and
angle V terminates in Quadrant III.
d. Find the exact value of cos V if the terminal
side of angle V contains the point (3, 5).
e. Find the exact value of sec(120°).
f. Find the exact value of tan 2 30°  csc 2 30°.
g. Explain why tan 90° is undefined.
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Problem Notes (continued)
R2a.

ref
 5 70

R2b.

v

v

�ref

ref5 76

R2c.

ref
 5 79

u
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v
u
�ref

u
�ref

R3d.

Chapter Test
Concept
Problems
C1. Tide Problem: The average depth of the water at
the beach varies with time due to the motion of
the tides. Figure 5-6c shows the graph of depth,
in feet, versus time, in hours, for a particular
beach. Find the four transformations of the
parent cosine graph that would give the sinusoid
shown. Write an equation for this particular
sinusoid, assuming 1 degree represents 1 h.
Confirm your answer on your grapher.

c. Calculate the six points in part a
algebraically, using the inverse sine function.

Depth (ft)

3

4

16
Time (h)

28

Figure 5-6c

C2. Figure 5-6d shows three cycles of the sinusoid
function y  10 sin V. The horizontal line y  3
cuts each cycle at two points.
a. Estimate graphically the six values of V
where the line intersects the sinusoid.
b. Calculate the six points in part a numerically,
using the intersect feature of your grapher.



�

360°

180°

R4a.
R4b.

C3. On your grapher, make a table of values of
cos 2V  sin 2 V for each 10 degrees, starting
at V  0°. What is the pattern in the answers?
Explain why this pattern applies to any value
of V.
C4. A ray from the origin of a uv-coordinate system
starts along the positive u-axis and rotates
around and around the origin. The slope of the
ray depends on the angle through which the ray
has rotated.
a. Sketch a reasonable graph of the slope as a
function of the angle of rotation.
b. What function on your grapher is the same
as the one you sketched in part a?

Chapter Test
Part 1: No calculators allowed (T1–T8)
T1. Sketch an angle V in standard position whose
terminal side contains the point (3, 4). Sketch
the reference triangle, showing the reference
angle and the displacements u, v, and r. Find
the exact values of the six trigonometric
functions of V.
T2. Sketch a 120° angle in standard position.
Sketch the reference triangle. Show the
reference angle and its measure and the
displacements u, v, and r. Find the exact values
of the six trigonometric functions of 120°.
T3. Sketch a 225° angle in standard position.
Sketch the reference triangle. Show the

  Problem R3acanbesolvedusinga
unitVcommand.
;cosu52_____
 5___
R3a. sinu5_____
 7___
 
 
 74
 74


R3b. sin16050.3420...;
cos160520.9396...;uref
 520

reference angle and its measure and the
displacements u, v, and r. Find the exact values
of the six trigonometric functions of 225°.
T4. Sketch a 180° angle in standard position. Pick
a point on the terminal side, and write the
horizontal coordinate, vertical coordinate,
and radius. Use these numbers to find the exact
values of the six trigonometric functions of 180°.
T5. The number of hairs on a person’s head and
his or her age are related. Sketch a reasonable
graph.
T6. The distance between the tip of the “second”
hand on a clock and the floor depends on time.
Sketch a reasonable graph.
Section 5-6: Chapter Review and Test
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Th
 eangle160terminateswithin
QuadrantII,abovethex-axis
(sosin1600),andtotheleftofthe
y-axis(socos1600).
R3c.



y

y � cos �

1

v

�
360°
u

y

2

3

Figure 5-6d

5

1
y-translationof14,u-dilationof__
2

y

y
7

R3e.

QuadrantsIIIandIV



21.0306...

__

1;cos1505 2____
3
 ;
sin1505__
2

2

__

tan1505 2____
 1__
 ;cot1505 23;
3
sec1505 2____
 2__
 ;csc15052
 3

__
___
R4c. 22
R4d. _____
 23
 34

2
R4e. 22
R4f. 23__
3

R4g.

1,whichisundefined.
tan905__

0
  Problem R5bisstraightforwardfor
moststudentsusingaSolvecommand.
Remembertoincludeanglerestrictions
forProblem R5b.iii.
R5a. 53.1301...;thismeansthat
cos53.1301...50.6.
R5b. i.

321m

R5b. iii.

75

R5b. ii. 603m

R5b. iv. Fishingcrewscouldusethis
techniquetofindtheslantdistanceand
depthofaschooloffish.
Problem C1 preparesstudentsfor
Chapter6.Th
 isworkswellasagroup
problem.
  Studentscanapproach
Problem C1bygraphingand
transformingasineorcosineparent
graphasdescribedinSection5-3.
Problem C3 preparesstudentsfor
Chapter7.Allstudentsshouldbeableto
completethisproblemindividually.
Problem C4 preparesstudentsfor
calculusandwillprobablybeachallenge
evenforyourbeststudents.

�1
y � sin �

�ref



Seepages1001–1002foranswersto
ProblemsC1–C4andT1–T6.
Section 5-6: Chapter Review and Test
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Problem Notes (continued)
T7. Th
 efunctioninProblemT6is
periodic.
T8. Th
 efunctionwiththedashedgraph
isnotone-to-one,butthefunctionwith
thesolidgraphisone-to-one.

T7. Only one of the functions in Problems T5 and
T6 is periodic. Which one is that?

1

T11. 25.2408...

T13. 21.2762...ft
T14. 4.2845...mi

y

1
Figure 5-6e

For Problems T9–T12, use your calculator to find
each value.
T9. sec 39°

T10. cot 173°

T18. 16.1863...m

Ground

?
?

19.3 m

T11. csc 191°

T12. tan 1 0.9. Explain the meaning of the answer.

Buried treasure

T13. Calculate the length of side x.

Figure 5-6f

T18. How far must you go from the point on the left
to be directly over the treasure?

x

T16. 216.8165...cm
75.5224...

10.7 m

?

33°

Part 2: Graphing calculators allowed (T9–T22)

T15. 6.1155...
T17.

Buried Treasure Problem: For Problems T18–T20,
use Figure 5-6f, the diagram of a buried treasure.
From the point on the ground at the left of the
figure, sonar detects the treasure at a slant distance
of 19.3 m, at an angle of 33° with the horizontal.

90°

90°

6 cm

24 cm



T10. 28.1443...

  Problems T13–T21areeffi
ciently
handledwithaSolvecommandusingthe
appropriateanglerestrictions.

A

T8. Figure 5-6e shows the graph of y  sin V
(dashed) and its principal branch (solid).
Explain why the function y  sin V is not
invertible but the function defined by its
principal branch is invertible.

T9. 1.2867...

T12. 41.9872...;thismeans
tan41.9872...50.9.

T17. Calculate the measure of angle A.

T19. How deep below the ground is the treasure?





T20. If you keep going to the right 10.7 m from the
point directly above the treasure, at what angle
would you have to dig to reach the buried
treasure?

T14. Calculate the length of side y.

T19. 10.5115...m
T20. 44.4909...

21°
4 mi

6u 
T21. y52412cos __
5
T22. Answerswillvary.

T21. In Figure 5-6g, the solid graph shows the result
of three transformations applied to the parent
function y  cos V (dashed). Write the equation
for the transformed function. Check your
results on your grapher.

y

y

T15. Calculate the measure of angle B.

2

360°

3m

B

28 m

720°

2

T16. Calculate the length of side z.
18°

280

280

z

Figure 5-6g
67 cm
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T22. What did you learn as a result of taking this test
that you didn’t know before?

